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A Monte Carlo simulation model for radiation induced

plasmas with nonlinear properties due to recombination has

been developed, employing a piecewise lineariized predict-

correct iterative technique. Several important variance

reduction techniques have been developed and incorporated

into the model, including an antithetic variates technique

(negatively correlated variates) which has proven to be

most useful. This approach is especially efficient for

plasma systems with inhomogeneous media, M_,'Itidimensions,

and irregular boundaries, where other analytic or numerical

solutions are either unrealistic or impractical. This model

is quite general in scope and should be applicable to a

variety of similar particle transport and diffusion-type

plasma problems.

The Monte Carlo code developed in this work has been

applied to the determination of the electron energy dis-

tribution function and related parameters for a noble gas

plasma created by a-particle irradiation. The radiation

induced plasma involved was characterized by the following

features:

1) a continuous internal. volume-source of high energy

electrons
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2) an applied electric field (optional)

3) secondary electron production via ionization pro-

cesses

4) losses via recombination and leakage across boundaries

The calculations were specifically carried out for a helium

gas medium with an electron source rate from 10 14 to 1022	 .

(#/em3-sec), initial electron energies from 70 to 1000 eV,

pressures from 10 to 760 tcrrs and E/P (elect-ric field/pres-

sure) ratios from 1 to 10 V /cm-torr.

For the lower source rates, it is observed that, in the

zero electric-field case, the low-energy portion of the

'	 distribution function is quite close to a standard Maxwellian
Y

'

	

	 distribution. However, the high-energy portion (above the

ionization potential) of the distrib:..ions is a rapidly

decaying parabolic-shaped tail which can be crudely repre-

sented by a 1/(Energy) distribution. The addition of the

electric field causes the distribution function in the low-

energy region -to shift towards Smit's (or Druyvesteyn's)

distribution while the high-energy protion essentially

retains its zero field shape. As the source rate increases

beyond certain value (roughly •10 10 cm 3 -sec-1 in the pre-

sent case), the low-energy region begins to depart from the

standard Maxwellian or Smit distributions and this depar-



A major emphasis in this development was placed on

computation efficiency. The present computation scheme

with its variance and accelerated convergence techniques

is thought to be quite efficient compared to alternate

approaches.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Statem-_,i^t of the Pro:)Iem and Objectives

Two major goals were set for this study. The first was

to develo-) an efficient Monte Carlo simulation technique for

solving radiation-induced plasma problems. This required

adapting several variance reduction techniques in order to

increase the Monte Carlo efficiency. The second goal was to

apply the model developed herein to study the characteristics

of a noble--gas plasma created by alpha-particle irradiation.

The major point of interest is the determination of the

electron energy distribution in the nuclear radiation induced

plasma. This distribution is of direct importance to

current experimental studies at the University of Illinois

where the possibility of directly pumping* gas lasers with

nuclear radiation is under study (6). Recent results from

these studies also show that nuclear radiation can be used

to enhance the output from some type of electrically pumped

.lasers (5).

B. The In?.ortance of Nuclear Radiation Produced Plasmas
and the Physical Model

Nuclear radiation can be used in two ways: to directly

pump the laser, or alternately,where an electric discharge

*"Pumpirig ll of a laser is defined , as the introduction of
enos:gy into Lhe lasing medium required for. population inver-
sion. The olectri.cal current which creates the discharge in
the conventional gas laser is the pump in that case. Flash
lamps are a ac:d for many solid state laser .
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serves as the main pump, to enhance the operation of lasers.

The possibility of efficient coupling of lasers and nuclear

reactors has generated an interest in the use of high-energy

ion-beams to pump lasers. To avoid radiation damage problems,

gas lasers are generally thought of'in this connection.

There are several important reasons for searching for

more direct methods of coupling energy from reactor sources

into lasers (8). One is the possibility that the resulting

laser may offer unique characteristics, e.g., new frequencies

and new methods of modulation and control. Simplified

coupling could also offer weight reductions and improved

reliability, which may be of advantage in space applications.

Also, it may eventually become feasible to simultaneously

extract several energy forms, e.g., laser and electrical

power from a single nuclear station.

In most gas lasers the excited states, and consequently

the inversion of population necessary for laser operation,

are formed directly or indirectly by electronic collisions

in a plasma generated by an electrical discharge. However,

an alternate way to accomplish this goal is via nuclear

radiation which can produce ionization and excitation through

b6th direct interactions and interactions due to secondary-

electron production. Given the high neutron fluxes available

from nuclear reactors, the particles from neutron-induced

nuclear. reactions (e.g., a-particles from a Boron coating on

the wall of a laser tube) can furnish the nuclear radiation

a
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source. The description of the transport of both the primary

radiation and the secondary electrons, from their point of

birth throughout their path in the gas, is a key problem in

the quantitative evaluation of the plasma. Therefore the

development of nuclear-radiation pumping requires a thorough

understanding of the radiation-induced plasma.

The following physical model is applied to the situation

of a radiation-induced plasma. Pertinent quantities of

interest include: electron-energy distribution spectrum;

average electron energy; and rate of energy loss.

The heavy-charged particles (a-particles)are born in

coating and enter an adjacent gas. In the present calcula-

tions, the cylindrical geometry of the actual laser tube

is approximated by a slab geometry (cf. Figure 1) with two

parallel plane boron coatings separated by a gaseous medium.

The a-particle radiation continuously creates high energy

electrons throughout the gas volume (with energy E o ). The

resulting plasma is a weakly ionized, three--component plasma

(electrons, positive ions, and neutral gas atoms). It is

assumed that the alpha-particle trajectory can be treated

analytically using methods such as developed in (7).

Further, this reference shows how to obtain the primary

secondary-electron (6-ray) energy spectrum, The difficult

problem, however, is to follow the thermalization and 	 ;

further secondary production of these primary electrons.

`^^? 1
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Thus, the Monte Carlo simulation starts off by following

these electrons on their life time histories, i.e., by

simulating the course of their thermalization. Electrons

go through various processes of collisions and scattering,

resulting in a complex process of diffusion, energy degrada-

tion and secondary production, but finally,they recombine

with positive ions or escape from the system,ending their

histories.

With the radiation rates of interest here, the plasma

is only weakly ionized and electrons mostly thermalize by

collisions with the neutral background-gas atoms. in other

words, collisions with ions and other free,electrons can

be neglected. In this sense, the problem is simplified in

that it remains linear. However, some non-linearity enters

in the following way. The recombination process depends

on the ion density and spatial distribution. However, the

ions are originally formed by ionizations which occur as the

electrons slow down.

Another important characteristic is that the plasma is

highly non-equilibrium. The thermalized electrons and ions

form an approximately Maxwellian background, but superimposed

on this is the high energy tail due to the electrons in the

process of slowing. Also, the alpha particles themselves

represent a non-equilibrium component.

In summary, the special features of the plasma system

are:
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1) Continuous internal volume source.

2) An applied electric field may or may not be present.

3) Finite cylindrical geometry-approximated here by
slab geometry.

4) Electron-ion pair production and recombination
processes.

5) The energy range of the electrons range from
kilovolts to thermal (ev.);

6) The system represents a non-equilibrium plasma
but in a steady-state condition (or stationaryi.

7) Due to relatively small densit-as cf electrons and
ions compared witx. that of gas atoms, direct
interactions between the electrons themselves or
electron-ion collisions are neglected.

C. General Approaches and Methods cf Solution

Possible approaches toward solutions of these types of

problems (particle transport and diffusion) can be cate--

gorizod as follows:

1) Analytical, solution of the governing Boltzmann
transport equation.

2) Numerical solution of the Boltzmann transport
equation.

3) Direct analog simulation (Monte Carlo).',

4) Mixtures of the above approaches.

The governing equation for this type of problem is the

Boltzmann equation, and most classical methods have involved

approximate analytic solutions of it. Solutions are passible

only after vario ns approximations and simplifications are

made, and such solutions are often very restrictive and/or

difficult to extend to actual situations of interest. More
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or less the same drawbacks apply to numerical solutions.

However, in this case approximations are necessary or the

computation time becomes too long, especially as the

dimensionality and the complexity of the problem increases.

In fact, the computation time increases roughly exponentially

with the dimensionality of the problem. Usually the govern-

ing partial differential and integral equations (coupled

Boltzmann equations) are reduced to finite difference

equations, and t',e requirements for stability and convergence

severely limit the maximum step sizes of the independent

variables. Further difficulties with the practical applica-

tion of such approaches arise because it is often difficult

to include realistic boundary condit=ions.

Direct simulation by the application of Monte Carlo

techniques seems to be the better approach; sometimes the

only approach for such problems. It by--passes the direct

solution of the partial differential-integral equation, and

generally no approximations and/or simplifications are

,iecessary. Complicated boundary conditions can be handled

easily, and the computation time increases at the most

linearly with the dimensionality of the problem. However,

computer time still may be a problem so that judicious

selection of numerical schemes and variance reduction

techniques are required.

Many methods have been devised in the past which involve

a mixture of analytic, numerical, and Monte Carlo approaches.
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in such situatioz:s, Monte Carlo is usually applied to the

most difficult part of the problem. For instance, in the

evaluation of the non-linear, five-dimensional collic:ion

integral in the Boltzmann equation, straight foxward

numerical quadrature would require months of computation

time even on the present day fast computers. The Monte Carlo

(statistical sampling techniques which closely resemble the

actual collision phenomena) techniques can prod;,ce results

within reasonable computation time (24). The Monte Carlo

method may be defined as a numerical device (numerical

experimentation) for studying an artificial stochastic

model of a physical or mathematical process. This study

may be approached by one of two methods. -The first is the

process of simulation (direct analog simulation) in which

the particles -- electrons and ions in the case of plasma

systems, or photons in the case of radiative transfer - are

represented by a game of chance in the computer. In the

second method, which is non-simulation, the Monte Carlo

technique is strictly used as a numerical stochastic device

for the solution of a given integral or partial differential

equations (24,25).



CHAPTER II

THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL: NUMERICAL SCHEME AND

PHYSICAL PROBLEM

A. General Description of the Physics of the Problem

The plasma under study is a weakly--ionized three-

component plasma, and is non-equilibrium as described in

Chapter 1. The a-particle radiation continuously creates

high-energy electrons throughout the gas volume. The Monte

Carlo simulation is to trace these electrons' life histories

and their complex processes of diffusion and energy degrada-

tion. Since the diffusion process of the electrons through

the medium is affected by the density of the positive ions

and the other electrons present (background electrons), the

resulting problem is non-linear.

1. Physical Processes Involved

The mechanisms by which particles interact with the

atoms of the medium are elastic and inelastic collisions,

by which the incident particle is slowed and dissipates some

or all of its kinetic energy to the medium by the combined

action of the above mentioned processes. The particle can

also experience so called superelastic collision by which the

particle collides with the excited atoms gaining some energy.

Finally, the particle can collide and recombine with positive

ions or can leak out of the system thus ending its life
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history.

As described in Chapter I, the type of interaction

which is involved in any particular collisic;n is governed

by the laws of chance. For large numbers of interactions,

the frequency of occurrence of any given interaction is

determined by the relative magnitudes of the interaction

cross sections. Secondary knock-on electrons due to the

ionization process may be capable of further interacting

with the atoms and producing additional secondary electrons.

As the system reaches steady-state, a balance is

reached such that the birth rate for new particles, i.e.,

the rate at which primary or source electrons enter the

system plus the production rate of secondary electrons due

to ionization should approximately equal the loss rate due

to leakage and absorption or recombination.

Since the transport of radiation through a medium

affects its absorption properties, the transport of individual

particles is indirectly affected by the density of the

other particles present, and this introduces some non-

linearities into the system. We shall adopt a piecewise

predict-correct technique to approximate the nonlinear

system with a linear model.

We are concerned with the simulation, by random

sampling of the scattering of the charged particles. The

direct simulation of the physical scattering processes in

such a way that the diffusion process is imitated by letting

A

^e
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the particles carry out a random walk, each step of which

takes into account the combined effect of many collisions.

The mechanisms by which electrons interact with the atoms of

the medium are elastic, inelastic, and superelastic colli-

sions as well as recombination with positive ions.' The incident

source electron is slowed and dissipates some or all of its

energy to the medium by the combined action of the various

scattering processes, until it escapes, or recombines with

an ion (radiative energy losses are neglected). The

probability that an interaction occurs is determined by the

total collision cross-section. The type of interaction is

then determined by the relative magnitudes of the individual

cross--sections.

2. Relation to the Transport Equation

Although ne direct use will be made of the governing

Boltzmann transport equation in the sequel., we shall write

it down briefly, in order to indicate the mathematical

problems to be solved implicitly by the Monte Carlo method.

It is a nonlinear integro-differential equation of the form

4- + u C r̂f - tm Ei^ + u x B)	 Vu^ _ . (dt } collisions (1)

where f: number density distribution function

B: magnetic field

u: velocity of the particles

E: electric field strength

i
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t: time

r: spatial variable

in our situation 5=0 since the magnetic field does not exist.

Further, if we assume an infinite medium and uniform source,

r.7rf=4, the distribution function f depends only on energy.

Then the above equation reduces to

t - e E ' Vuf 2"1 ltf) collisions	 (2)

The right hand side term is the collision term, which is the

mast difficult part of the equation. The effects of all

relevant particle interactions must be included in this

term. For the case of electron collisions with stationary

gas atoms of uniform density, we can write the collision

term as:

o f	 d NIn - d Nout
( Tt ) collision -	 dV-dt

	

)	 (	 )

.}here dATin gives the number of phase space points (electrons)

that are scattered into the phase-space volume dV by

collision in time dt. Similarly, dNout represents the number

of points scattered out of dV by collisions in time dt. This

Eq. 2 states that the change in the distribution function f

are caused by collisions of various kinds and the external

force due to the electric field.

The assumptions that enter into the derivation of the

transport equation which carry over to the Monte Carlo

j

i

j
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simulation include:

a) the scattering centers (background atoms and ions)

are distributed at random, i.e., possible correlations

between the positions of various atoms and ions are not

taken into account.

b) In the absence of an electric field, the trajectory

of the particle is idealized as a zig-zag path, consisting

of flights interrupted by sudden collisions in which the

energy and direction of the particle changed. The quantum--

mechanical interference (electron diffration) resulting

from the coherent scattering by several centers are neglected,

and a Particle, in the course of traversing the medium,

interacts with one scattering center at a time.

The diffusion process in terms of the transport equa-

tion is analogous to the use of Eulerian coordinates in

hydrodynamics, in that one asks about the flux at given

points in space. By contrast, the Monte Carlo method uses

Lagrangian coordinates:;one attaches a label to a particular

bit of fluid, i.e., a diffusing particle, and follows its

history. Then, by sampling many histories, one is able, at

least in principle, to solve any diffusion pxoblem.

B. The Stochastic Model - Numerical Scheme

The essential approach to the nonlinear problem adopted

here is the use of piecewise linearized steps. In each

such step (an amount of time ht along the time axis), the
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dominate parameters, which characterize the nonlinear

properties, are predicted and considered to be fixed with

respect to the independent variables. During the time At,

the system can be considered as more or less linear ) so the

conventional Monte Carlo simulation technique is used.

The quantities pertaining to the given system are computed

for each of a reasonably large number of independent

particle histories. The desired parameter values are

obtained by averaging the results over all of the histories.

At the end of the step, the dominate parameters are

corrected before beginning the next step. In each step

(time interval At, or cycle), instead of computing the

trajectory and angular deflection of an electron after each

interaction, we perform a random walk calculation. Since

each step of the random walk takes into account the combined

effects of many individual interactions, we form a so-called

condensed history by this approach. Let us describe the

model in some detail, step by step.

1. The Geometry and the Coordinate System

The initial spatial geometry in this problem is a one-

dimensional, finite slab (from z-0 to z=D) which is sub-

divided into uniform intervals called zones as shown in

Figure 1. The energy range is from 0 to E  (=lkeV) which

is also subdivided into three regions: 0 1 (thermal

energy region), 1 to ED2, and ED2 to E00 Each of these
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Jx

z=0
z-d

Figure 1. Slab geometry of the medium with subdivided
zones..



regions is further divided into smaller uniform or logar-

ithmic spacing (intervals). The particle number density

distribution ME&) is a function of energy E and spatial

position z and is generated such that particles with

energy and spatial position falling into the same intervals

are grouped togotber and normalized by the total particles

processed. Although the system is stationary, we deliber-

ately i.ntroducc the time variable for the convenience of

recoxding output information and carrying out the calcula-

tion, steps. The time serves as a clock, or we can imagine

that the system begins in a transient state. Then, as time

aocs on it will eventually reach steady state. The storage

of the timing information for individual particles is not

necessary. Instead of following a single particle from the

begUni.ng to they end of its history, we follow a large

number of particles, say N (which represent the sample

particl os of the whole system population) through a small

time interval A t (called the cycle time). Within this

time interval., the system is considered to be linear, and

the particles are processed more or less independently as

in a conventional linear Monte Carlo model. At the end of

Qt-, called census tine, we record data information for each

particle (record particle state information). During this

time .interval. (or present time cycle) some particles may

experirnce collisions of some kind, some may not, and new

p it ticl es Kourcr particles, secondary particles produced
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by ionization) enter the system. Some particles may be

absorbed or escape from the system; their histories are

therefore ended. This represents a random walk calculation,

and each step of the random walk takes into account the

combined effect of many individual interactions. The

trajectory of a particle which is computed by this approach

is called a condensed history. The residue particles

(ionization produced secondary particles) are also set

into motion, and their histories are followed separately.

They are like all the other source particles in all respects.

The complete description of particle histories is approxi-

mated by the condensed histories, or we take sequences of

snapshots of all the particles in the system at various

tames to provide a moving picture of the history that can

be used to estimate the quantities of interest. The path

lengths travelled by the particles are also used as a clock

to measure time, or equivalently, the variable t may be
t

replaced by S(t) = ft v(x)dx. The trajectories of the
0

particles (the condensed histories) are described by the

arrays as indicated in Figured 2. The superscript denotes

the cycle time number; the subscript denotes particle

number where the index D refers to the initial state of

the particle. other notation includes E: the particle

energy, z: spatial position, and U: the direction, and

wt: the weight. When the particle has traveled a path-

length DCFN (in the same duration pt), a condensed history

N	 ,a

i
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is sampled. Letting the particle carry out a random, walk
in each step (from state M to state M.+,.1) takes into account
the combine -1 effect of many collisions. The sizes of the

steps of the random walk, i.e., the pathlength intervals

DCLN (equivalent to &t) are chosen such that the total
number of steps should be kept as small as possible. Too

large a step size (pt) may cause inaccuracies in the

approximation. However, the length of the Monte Carlo

calculation is directly proportional to the total number

of steps. Thus, a compromise must be reached such that we'

choose as big a step size as possible without introducing

intolerable inaccuracies. A reasonable initial value is
chosen such that the particle with the average energy of

the time cycle travels one mean free path, i.e., nt,D /V
avg avg'

Different time cycles have different Favg 
(V, ) and Davg so

At may vary, but as steady-state is approached, At will

not change much. By this technique we not only randomize

and average the different particle samples, ensemblewise,

but we also do the same ion the particle ensemble sets)

along the time axis (averaging independent but equivalent

time cycles). Trial and error results indicate that the

optimum values of At (or- DCEN) lie between 0.5 (D avg 
/V avg )

2.0 (D avg /V avg )'

The maximum number of particles (N) that can be

processed in each cycle is limited by the amount of storage

available in the computer. system. For the IBM 360/75 system

3
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at the Illinois Computer Center, the storage of the data

for 5,000 particles is easily accomplished. By playing

Russian roulette, splitting, or similar techniques, the

total number of artificial particles (N) can be increased

by an order of magnitude. The end of one time cycle t, is

the start of the next time cycle t ill . While keeping track

of the particles in a current time cycle at one time, we

simultaneously record the data information after each

particle reaches the census and extract the output para-

meter values after all

In this way the storaq,

level posvible.

The limitation on

further relaxed by the

recording and tallying

the particles have been processed..

requirements are reduced to a minimum

N by the storage requirement may be

following technique. instead of

the output information and clearing

or reinitializing all parameter values at the end of every

cycle, we record the accumulated information for K contin-

uous, and similar but statistically independent time cycles,

then renormalize and reinitialize. In this way the total

number of particles processed is KN, and if processing of

a large number of particles is desired,we can use a larger

value of	 at the expense of more processing time. The

reason foi this is based on the fact that the system being,

simulated is time independent. We have introduced the

time variable artificially so that ergodicity holds, namely

ensemble averaging is the same as time averaging.
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2. Tracing Procedure

The si;iiulation is initialized by introducing N particles

with energy Ein [sampled from an initial guess for the

number density distribution vs. energy], with spatial

position z0 (uniformally distributed throughout the spatial

region), with direction u0 (u=cosO; A: angle of flight with

z axis) which is uniformly distributed between -1 and +1

and with weight wti. Volume particles are emitted uniformly

throughout the medium and isotropically in direction; namely,

at t=to:

Ep̂ 	 Ein	 (4a).

Z0 = r, • D	 (4b)

u0 = 2r i-1 	 (4c)

where ri : random number, uniformly distributed between 0,

1, or 'ri F ( 0 1 1)

d: slab width or cylinder diameter

wti ,Ein : weight and particle energy determined from

initial distribution.

Once the particle data are determined, the geometry

routine is entered. This includes the determination of the

distance to boundary d8 , the distance'to collision d col , and

the distance to census time dcen (clock distance equivalent
	

i

to 6t). These distances are defined by:



dB = C ( j+1) A Z -- Z] /u if u 7 0

(z - jAZ)/ Jul	 if u < 0

DLB ( a large number DLB >> LIZ) if u;t 0

dcol ^ A (E) I 
lnrl = 11nrj / Xt( E)

dcen T Davg - DI _ Vavg - ht • DI

where r: random number uniformly distributed

j: zone number

dz: spatial interval size

It : the total cross-section evaluated at the particles$
energy

Davg : the average value of Dcol of N particles of the

previous cycle. It is approximately one mean
free path corresponding to E avg : the average
energy of the cycle.

DI: input parameter for controlling the cycle time
interval:

The next step depends on which of these distances is the

smallest.

a. The System Without Electric Field (E =0)

i) If the smallest distance is dcen: the particle

is advanced in position and time to census time.

-0 = z + u.dcen	 -	 (8a)

U , = u	 (8b)

E l = E	 (8c)

21

(5)

({ )

( 7 )

The particle data is stored, the energy is tallied, and
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the density counter is incremented. Then we go on to

process the next particle.

ii) If the smallest distance is d B , the particle is

advanced to the boundary such that:

z' = z + (dB + O.O01 • pz) . u	 (9a)

j = INT (z'/4z) + 1	 (9h)

' col	 col - d
B	 (9c)

'd Cell - dcen _ dB	(9d)

where j is the zone number. If j?JZ or j<l, then the

particle is considered lost or has escaped from the system,

and its history is ended. Otherwise the calculation and

selection is repeated until the particle reaches the census

time.

iii) If dcol is the smallest, the particle is first

advanced to collision point and

z o = z + u-d col

do cen _ dcen	 col
	

(10)

Then the type of collision is specified. For specifying

the collisional processes, we divide the whole energy range

into two regions. Region I: energy range 0 to EDl eV.

Region II; energy range ED1 eV to E  eV. Edl and E  are

specified by input parameters and are referred to as the

energy dividing line and source particle energy, respectively.

1

rr



If the particle's energy is in the range of Region I.

three kinds of collisions are possible: elastic collisions,

electron-ion recombination, and superelastic collisions

(where electrons hitting an excited atom pick-up the

excitation energy). If the particles energy falls in

Region 11, it can experience four kinds of collisions;

namely, elastic collisions and three types of inelastic

collisions--excitation to metastable level, excitation to

other levels, and ionization. For ionization, the secondary

electron so produced shares energy with the primary electron,

and the energy of primary electron before collision less

the j::, ization potential is shared between the two electrons.

The partition of the shared energy could be determined

according to Goodrich's experimental distribution curve (31).

But based upon Thomas{ (1) calculation experience, the way

in which the energy is partitioned does not have a strong

influence on any of the calculated mean properties. Thus,

for computational simplicity, as Thomas did in all his

ralcu]ation s,,we choose the partition ratio 9:1. The

secondary electrons produced via ionization are considered

as new particles introduced into the system. Thus they are

followed from their point of birth just like other particles.

This is equivalent to the generation method for processing

branched trees of samples.

The type of collision is determined according to

Figure 3 using a random number (uniformly distributed 0
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Excitation	 Excitation
to	 to
metastable	 other

Elastic	 level	 levels	 Ionization

0	 A	 B	 C

A _ Pel

B = Pel + Pmet

C w Pel + Pmet + Pexc

p ea + pmet + Pexc + Pion _1

Figure 3. The probability model for determining the
types of collision.
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between 0 and 1) to play the law of chances.

b. With Electric Field Present

The coordinate axis z is defined as antipaxallel to

the electric field Ef . In the, presence of electric field

Ef ; the state of motion of an electron is specified by its

speed V and the direction cosine cos A, where 6 is the

angle made by the lane of flight with the z-axis at the

time t. If an electron is in a state CE(V), u(cose), z, Q,

it will assume (after a flight along the orbit by At) the

new state CE O (V I ), u l (cose'), z+Az, t+At1. These para-

meters are connected by the following relations:

V'•sine t = V•sinO	 (11)

mV i cosO I : mVcosO + eEf •At	 (12)

1/2 mV 12 = 1/2 mV2 + eEf •dz	 (13)

E' = E + eEf •pz	 (14)

where m and --e are the mass and the electric charge of the

electron, respectively. Here pz is the projection of the

path length L on-the z axis. It can be obtained as follows;

Az	 pt	 E
Az ^JQ Vzdt	 p (V-u + m At) dt

V•,Y•Qt + 1/2- LE At	 (15)

In carrying out the geometry routine, it is suitable to

use time directly as the clock. The determination of the

distance to collision d (DCOL) and the distance to censuscol	 ",
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dcen (DCEN) is accomplished as follows:

DCOL = \,11nd	 (16)

2/(1/ lk ) + /^(E , ) )	 (17)

DCEN 
j 

Vy 2 + VZ 2 • At	 (18)

Vy = V.sinO	 (19)

E
Vx = V.coso + 2m Qt	 (20)

where E: the initial energy of the particle

E + : the energy of the particle after flight time pt.

The next step is to determine which of the distances

is smaller. If DCEN<DCOL, then the particle is advanced

to the new state

E , _ E + Ef,pz

Z , =z +pz
U	 u + eEf •At

	
(21)

If E , <O or z l --D, z le0 then the particle is considered to

have escaped from the system. If DCEN ? DCOL, the particle

is advanced to collision point.

At' = At -- DCOL.Qt/DCEN

DCEN = DCEN -- DCOL

z E = z + &z •DCOL/DCEN

E l = E 4- pz•Ef •DCOL/DCEN	 (22)

then the specific collision type must be determined.
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c. Types of_ Collisions and Cross Sections

For the elastic collisions, the particle scatters off

with angle of deflection 0 and energy loss pE, the follow-

ing formula is used (36).

AE = M (E--En ) (1-»cos@ s )	 (23)

where 9 s : scattering angle (angle of deflection)

E: particle energy

En : target gas atom energy

m: electron mass

M: gas atom mass

En is selected according to a Maxwellian distribution, and

the AE so formed may have either positive or negative

values, indicating the loss or gain of energy respectively.

For calculational simplicity, instead of selecting the

deflection from the elaborate distributions, we use R/4

or 7/2 deflection approximations, namely 9 s= 9/4 or n/2,

then cosO. = 0 or 0.70711. Another reasonable alternative

is to assume that the direction after collision is equally

probably in all directions (isotropic scattering). We

select this direction at random with uniform distributio•,

and based on Eq. 23 calculate co sO s and AE, respectively,

where

cos9 = 2r i: 1	 (24)

es = 8 _,16 i

1

n

a

5
1
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where 8 i : incident angle

8: outgoing angle after collision

For the three kinds of inelastic collision cross sections

we use approximate formula based on experimental data as

correlated by Itoh and Musha (2). -The formulas are expressed

in the form:

B (E-E . )z(E} =	 2 + C
A+(E-Ei)

where the constants A, B, C, and E  depend on the kind of

collision and scattering angle. For the elastic cross

section in helium, we use a single approximate formula for

whole effective energy range based on Heylen and Lewists

paper (10), namely:

&l (E) = 26exp(-0.04E) (cm-1 )	 0	
(26)

For the recombina Uon cross section for helium (35`1, we

assume the simple form:

GRCB(E) = Ju(E) - N+

P(E) = 10-9/V(E)	 (27)

where N+ : ion density

V: electron velocity

the superelastic cross section is

Sel	
2 3.(E) = 0.7.09(19.8--E)	 N+	

(28)
0.25 + ( E-19.8)	 •Dn

(25)
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where N+ : positive ion density

Dn : gas atom density

E: electron's energy

3. The Prediction and Correction of Dominant System
Parameters

There exists a single parameter, the ion density

distribution N+ (E,z), which completely characterizes the

nonlinearity of the system. This simplifies the problem

and suggests the following predict-and-correct scheme.

We assume that the average mean free path (or At) and the•

ion density distribution N + (E,z) in the present time cycle

also applies to the next time cycle, In other words, in

each time cycle we use the predicted values of At and

N+ (E,z) from previous time cycle. At the end of present

time cycle, we use the up to date information to renormalize

and correct the value to be used for the next time cycle.

As steady state is reached, the predicted and corrected

values of the parameters converge. From the continuity

equation

Q• J = S - L	 (29)

where J: the particle current flow in or out of the system

S: the source

L: the sum of losses

To start with, we assume that V I J = 0, so that

S = L = a(E) N+ (E,z) N- (E,z)	 .(30)
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Here N- (E,z) is the electron number density, the key

quantity we are calculating. To initialize the run we have

to predict N+ (E,z). It is reasonable to initially assume

this distribution is uniform in z, and a maxwellian dis-

tribution in E, i.e., N+ (E,z) = N0M(E). We also assume

that N (E,z) is the same as N + (E,z). * Then we obtain

S = L	 a(E) N+ (E,z) N-(E,z)

¢ a(E) [N+ (E,z)1 2	 (31)

or	 SO S (E-EO ) . a(E) N2 M2 (E)

Integration of both sides gives

ED

SO = NQ	 a(E) M2 (E) dE .
JO

(32)

. ND	 [s0 /JOE0 CL(E) M 2 (E) dE]1/2

This gives a starting value for the calculations. In latex

cycles the renormalixatioa process involves integration of

Eq. 29, with 0•J ;A 0, i.e.,

rr dJ(E,z) dzdE - if	 ,S(Ez)dzdE
dz 

-- j a(E) N+(E,z) N- ( E,z)dzdE - Jesc + Js

which reduces to

J('L-d) -- J(z=0) . = ^b d - Jf a(E) N+ (E,z) N-(E,z)dzdE

' Jesc + Js

a
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N2 - S
od + Js - [J(z-d) •-J(z=0)j ,Jest

1 JJ a(E) M(E) "ri {E,z) dzdE	 (33)

where i refers to ith time cycle

Jesc : current due to escaped electrons

Js : current due to secondary electrons produced
by ionizations

M(E): Maxwellian distribution (normalized)

n— (E): electron number density distribution
(normalized)

so : source rate

N i : ion density distribution (normalized)

The value of N i replaces N0 in equation (33) at later

time cycles. The value of Ni (N+ ) enters the formula for

the recombination cross section and superelastic cross

section, thus it directly affects the rates of recombination

and superelasti.c collision. Indirectly, it affects the

balance of the system, or equivalently the rate of conver-

gence of the Monte Carlo calculation. An adaptive correc-

tion procedure is used here. It is based on the value of

the "balance factor" BF, defined as the ratio of the

particles introduced into the system by source and ioniza-

tion processes to the particles removed from the system due

to recombination and leakage. We adopt a over-relaxation

type of correction technique, the aver-correction is used

to speed up the over-all convergence rate. As defined

neforr-, if BF > 1 0 the system has more particles introduced
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into than eliminated, but if BF < 1, the opposite is true.

The over-correction factor is proportional to (BF) k , i.e.,

to the kth power of the balance factor. The value of k

initially chosen was k¢2, but an optimum value can be

obtained by trial and error.

It

K

T

G yQ

E
}	 E

0
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CHAPTER III

VARIANCE REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

A. General Background

The Monte Carlo method (or method of statistical

trials) consists of solving various problems of computational

mathematics by the construction of some random process for

each such problem, with the parameters of the process set

equal to the required quantities of the problem. These

quantities are then approximated by observations of the

random process and the computation of its statistical

characteristics, which are approximately equal to required

parameters [from Schreider (15)]. Every Monte Carlo

computation that leads to quantitative results may be

regarded as estimating the value of a multiple integral.

Suppose we have M random numbers in the computation system.

The results will be a vector valued function R(fr l 421	 f M)

involving the sequence of random numbers 	 fr2, ... f M'

This is an unbiased estimator of ... R(xl,x21 ... xM)

dxl ... dxM . For the sake of simplicity, we take the one--

dimensional integral as a standard example. Let

A
 =f

1
f W dx 	 (34)

0
1

Where f e L 2 (Q,l) or	 [f(x)]2dx exists.fo
Define the relative efficiency of two Monte Carlo methods

as follows. Let the methods call for n1 and n2 units of

computing time, respectively, and let the resulting
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estimates of a have variances V and d"2 2 . Then the

efficiency of method 2 relative to method 1 is defined as

2
nl O'l

n 2 or" 2

Equation 35 is the product of two terms, the variance ratio

0-'12/ x,22 and the labor ratio 111/n2 . If 711 721 ... ?N
are independent random numbers with uniform distribution

between 0 1 1 or 7i e(O 0 1); then the quantities fi=f(7i)

are the independent random variates with expectation 0.

Therefore

N

N	 fi	 (36)
^=1

is an unbiased estimator of e, and its variance is

I
n (f W-0 )2dx	 n	 (37)

0
Accordingly the quantity f, which has been determined by

observation of the random process, is approximately equal

to the required quantity a (or in other words, it is nn,

unbiased estimc 3;,^r of 0) with .a probability which can be

made as close as required to unity if a large number of

trials is practical. We refer to the estimator 7 as the
crude Monte Carlo estimator of A (commonly referred to as

Monte Carlo estimation).

:vet us introduce another even less efficient method,

namely hit or miss Monte Carlo. Suppose that 0 c f(x) c 1

Y'	 ^

(35)

N
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when 0 < x < 1. We may draw the curve y = f(x) in the unit

square 0 < x, y:< 1, and 0 is the proportion of the area

of the square beneath the curve. Stating this formally,

we write

f(x) = J g(x,y ) dy	 (38)
0

where g(x,y) = 0 if f(x) < y

= 1 if f(x) > y
Then

1

0 =
Jl 

f g(x,y) dxdy	 (39)
0	 0

The estimator

_	 n
g	 n	 1g{ ^2i-1, 42i ) 	 n	 {40 )

n* is the number of occasions where f( 2i-1 ) ^2i

In other words, we take n trials at random in the unit

square, and count the proportion of them which lie below

the curve y = f(x).

Historically, a hit or miss method was first propounded

in the explanation of Monte Carlo techniques. It is the

easiest to understand but one of the least efficient

techniques. The rate of convergence and the variance

(statistical error) is in general proportional to 1,15

where N is the number of samples. It is obviously imprac-

tical to gain a significant improvement of accuracy by

merely increasing N. Therefore more efficient techniques

for reducing the variance and/or increasing the efficiency
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are very important. Monte Carlo experimentalists need

wide experience and background in both the mathematics and

the physicn of the problem, and they have to exercise

considerable ingenuity in distorting and modifying problems

in the pursuit of variance reduction techniques. Statistical

and inferential procedures are also important in order to

extract the most reliable conclusions from the observational

data.

The basic requirement of the Monte Carlo calculations

is to establish how random numbers may be used to sample

a function that describes, in a probabilistic fashion, a

physical event. The procedure by which this is done

follows from the fundame4tal principle of Monte Carlo (16),

which may be stated as follows. If p(x)dx is the probability

of x lying betweer x and x+dx, with a c x< b

S

b
p(x)dx = 1	 (41)

a

x
Then	 r = P(x)	 p(,i)dy
	

(42)
a

determines x uniquely as a function of the random number r

which is uniformly distributed on range (a, 1). The quan-

tities p(x), P(x) are the probability density and the

probability distribution functions,. respectively.

With the development of Large computers, the use of

the Monte Carlo method in a wide range of problems has
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increased rapidly. In particular, the method is applied to

various physical problems such as plasmas (15), radiative

transfer problems (21), neutron transport and nuclear

reactor physics (29), etc.

The random walk type simulation can be briefly described

in the following manner. One first introduces the basic

physics of the problem into the computer in a probabilistic

fashion. A system of coordinates and boundaries are defined

and then, as a computer experiment, particles are released

from the source. These particles are traced as they diffuse

through a prescribed medium following the probabilistic

interaction laws. The particles are followed until they

escape from the medium or are absorbed or are converted to

the thermal field.

The parameters pertinent to the evaluation of the

desired quantities are recorded. one continues processing

additional Iarticles until adequate statistical estimates

of the quantities of interest have been obtained.

When doing a Monte Carlo problem one focusses attention

on three main topics. They are:

1. The development of the analogy for the probability

processes (simulation).

2. The generation of sample values of the random variables

on a given computing machine.

3. The design and use of variance reduction techniques.
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The variance reduction methods are often strongly

dependent on the pcQbabilistic model, thus the greatest

gains are often made by exploiting specific details of the

problem, rather than by routine application of general

principles.

B. Importance Sampling

The general idea of importance sampling is to draw

samples from a distribution other than the one suggested

by the problem. Then an appropriate weighting factor is

introduced to correct the biasing caused by changing the

original distribution. if done correctly-the Final results

are essentially unbiased. The object is to concentrate the

distribution of sample points in the parts of the region

that are most "important T' instead of spreading them out

evenly. Thus, the probability of sampling from an interest-

ing region is increased; the probability of sampling from

unimportant or less interesting region is correspondingly

decreased. Stating this formally, we have

6= l 	 W 

1 

g g{x)dx = g(x) dG(x1	 (43)0f(x)dx
	 SQ	 Q

for any functions g and G satisfying

x
G(x)	 g(y)dy	 (44)

j o

where g must be a positive valued function.such that



(1
G(1) = y g(y)dy

JO
(45)

}
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if ) is a random nu,nber sampled from the distribution G,

then 
f(7)/g(`7) 

has the expectation A and variance

1
df/g W JC) ( gg x - 0) dG(x)	 (46)

We notice that if g(x) = cf(x), or if g is proportional to

f and if c =	 then 6*	 = 0.	 This perfect situation does

not exist, since we do not know 0. 	 We always obtain an

unbiased estimate for positive function g.	 Our object is

to select g to reduce the standard error of our estimate.

Because the estimate is the average of observed values

of f/g, we choose g such that f/g is as constant as possible

in order to achieve a small sampling variance. 	 While we

intend g to mimic f, we generally restrict odr choice of g

_ to functions simple enough to allow analytic integration.

For the present plasma problem, the importance sampling

technique is developed as follows:	 during the particle's

(electrons) random walk, it suffers a large number of

collisions with gas atoms, and these collisions may be.

elastic or inelastic or of other kinds.	 The probabilities

of their occurrence depend on their cross section 	 ^i .	 We

have

Zt =	 ^1 +
	 Zz ^.	 ^M	 (47)
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where 2 i : the cross section for ith process

I t : total cross section or the summations of the
cross sections of all the possible processes
that the particle may experience.

Dividing both sides of equation 47 by Z t , we obtain:

	

1 =pl +P2 + . . . PM
	 (48)

where Pi = lij I the probability of ith process occurringt
as the particle experiences a collision. If we introduce

weights w  into equation 47 we obtain

	

I =W 1 . 7- l + w2 • ^ 2 +	 wM • 1M	 (49)'
t

Similarly we have

1	 pl I 
+ p2^ 

+	
pM^	

(50)

After the application of the weights, we put more weights

on the interesting or more important events. Then their

artificial probabilities are greater, therefore we can get

better estimates of the important parameters. Coincidently,

such a linear weighting scheme can only be applied to the
I

elastic collision process in our system. The other colli -

sion processes involve appreciable changes in the particle's

energy (catastrophic collision). Also cross sections are

energy dependent, these nonlinear effects prevent the

application of above mentioned weighting scheme to inelastic

collision processes. By looking at the cross section values,

in the low energy region, the elastic cross-section is by
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far the largest by order of magnitude. Others have shown

that the elastic process does not strongly influence the

est,-^mated parameters that we are interested in (1, 2).

As an electron makes an elastic collision, it loses only a

small amount of energy while making a small angle deflec-

tion. In fact, most other workers simply neglect elastic

loses if an electric field is present (1, 2, 10). In our

case, with E f=0, elastic effects must be included. In the

low energy region (^Z 0 eV to 20 eV), the energy of a majority

of the particles lies below i eV and over 90% collisions ,

are elastic collisions, and only a few collisions are

inelastic.

The collision process subroutines are a time-consuming

part of the simulation calculations. If we can supress,,

the elastic processes by a factor of k el the chances of

all other processes are increased by approximately the same

factor. Therefore we convert more computing time to

processes which contribute more strongly to the quantities

of interest. The following formulation provides the

theoretical support for this. In lieu of equations 47--50,

the pi are the original probabilities (undistorted proba-

bilities) while the pi are the weighted probabilities.

Then the correction factors are introduced as follows;.at

energy B. we have

CI = Pi/pi, C2 = p2/p^ . . . C,,j = pM/pM
	

(51)

^^r
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or C i = pi/pi- 'Ti ,..t	 A 3.	 ( 51a)_ Zt. -7iw	
-7t 

wi

1
If we let w1	 , w2 = w3 = . . . wM l

el

then from (51) we have

C - ^ l .	 1w	
C	 ^t - 1	 (52)1 2t ,Fl.wl _ t w1	 i_ t -, i l

let 11 = 'Tel namely we introduce weight on elastic cross

section only. Since	 el (E) ?> Xi (E), i a 1, '^ti then

.(E) 	 el (E)	 _ 1	 (53)
J7 e^ E ) wl kel

and	 C1 ^ w1 w = 1, Ci = kl	 ( i91)	 ( 53a)
1	 el

Equation 53 holds for low energy region, which is approxi-

mately independent of energy.

C. Russian Roulette and Splitting

In general, the sampling is done such that we examine

the sample and classify it as being in some sense "inter-

esting" or "uninteresting". We are walling to spend more

than average amount of work on the interesting samples and

on the contrary, we want to spend less effort on the

uninteresting ones. This can be done by splitting the

interesting samples into independent branches, thus

resulting in more of them, and by killing off some of the

uninteresting ones. The first process is splitting and the

second Russian Roulette.
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The "killing off" is done by a supplementary game of

chance. If this game is lost, the sample is killed; if it

is won, the sample is counted with an extra weight to make

up for the fact that some other samples have been "killed".

The game has a certain similarity to the Russian game of

chance played with revolvers - whence the name.

For the present plasma system we divide the whole

energy spectrum into two regions, the low energy region I

(0 eV to ED1 eV) and the high energy region 11 (ED1 to E0).

Here E0 is energy of source particles, which is the highejst

energy the particle can have. ED1 is the energy region

dividing line, which can be chosen as any value between 5 eV and

100 •eV depending on the,iriit •ial guessed energy distribution.

In region I. the number density is high, and the elastic

process is the dominant process. As we mentioned earlier,
4

the elastic process does not contribute much, so Region I

is classified as uninteresting. Each particle in this

region (particles with energy less than EDl) is assigned a

weight kl(kl > 1). In other words, each particle plays

the role of k1 particles.

In region II, classified as interesting region, each

particle carries a weight w2 (w2 
= 1/k2 , w2 !^ 1). Namely,

each particle in this region is split into k2 particles

with weight w2'

As particles cross over to other regions, care must

be taken to account for killing off and splitting effects.

T..

°F
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For instance, a particle in region I may acquire enough

energy, either from electric field or by superelastic

collision with the excited atoms, to cross over to region

II. Then we should generate k 3 particles (k 3 = kl • k Z ) in

region II with the same energy.

Particles from the high-energy region may lose part

of their energy by inelastic collision such that they

cross over to the low-energy region. Then killing off should

be effective. For every k 3 such particles that cross over

from region II to region I, only one particle survives.

The values of kl and k 2 can be chosen according to the

total number of particles in the system to be processed,

the source rate, and related accuracy requirements. They

a . ,-rput parameters.

D. Initial Guess

Monte Carlo methods comprise that branch of experimental

mathematics which is concerned with experiments on random

numbers. The user, like the experimental physicist needs

theory and knowledge to give structure and purpose to his

experiments, and as experimental work provides growing

insight into the nature of a problem and suggest appropriate

theory. Good Monte Carlo practice should keep this relation-

ship as a general maxim.

The basic procedure of the Monte Carlo method is the

manipulation of random numbers, but these numbers should not
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be employed prodigally. Each random number is a potential

source of added uncertainty in the final result. Thus it

will usually pay to scrutinize each part of a Monte Carlo

experiment to see whether that part can not be replaced
by an exact theoretical analysis contributing no uncertainty.

in other words, exact analysis should replace Monte Carlo

sampling wherever possible. Sometimes reliable intuition

would aid in increasing the efficiency of Monte Carlo

calculations. For the plasma system we are simulating, the

straight-forward approach would be to follow N source

particles on their life time history, until they lose energy

sufficient by collisions to reach a thermal equilibrium.

over 50 inelastic collisions generally occur, and the
probability (inelastic cross sections) for inelastic
p-ocesses is low. Consequently, the particles travel a

relatively Large distance which consumes a good amount of

time. Thus a large number of time cycles would be required

before the system reaches steady state. To avoid this, we

use our intuition, to start off with a guessed initial.

distribution. The electron energy distribution f(E) (or

electron number density distribution) is a function of the

electron's energy E. Initial particle data is generated
using this distribution, and this can save considerable

irrelevant computations. This idea is simple, yet very

useful and effective. Without an initial distribution,

the problem would require hundreds of time cycles to
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7t

d.

converge. However, with a reasonable guess, good results

have been obtained in as little as tens of time cycles.

Of course, the better the initial guess, the faster the

convergence.

E. Antithetic yariates

When we estimate an unknown parameter 8 by means of

an estimator t, we may seek another estimator t' having

the same (unknown) expectatio^-t 6 at t but a strong

negative correlation with t. Then 1/2(t + t') will be an

unbiased estimator of O f and its variance is

var[!(t+t')]- 4v ar(t) + 4var(t') + -11 ov(t,ti)	 (54)

where eov(t,t') is negative, and

var(t) - 6 Bt-u) 2)

cov (t, t' ) W E C (t-u) • (t' -u') )

u,u' are the mean of t,t' respectively, ande (x) is the

expectation of the random variable x.

it is possible to make var , (t-tt') smaller than var(t)

by suitably selection t'. For example, 1--r is uniformly

distributed whenever r is, and if f(r) is the unbiased

estimator of O f so is	 When f is a monotone function,

f(r) and f(1--x) will be negatively correlated. Thus we

could take

2(t+t') f I t(r) + 2 f(I-r) 	 (55)
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as an estimator of 9.

The name and idea of antithetic variates was first

introduced by Hammersley and Morton (13, 14) during attempts

to improve Buffon's needle experiment for estimating the

value of n (3.1415926).

The main idea of antithetic variates is based on the

underlining theorem [from Hammersley and Morton (12)]

which can be stated informally as follows: 	 "Whenever we

have an estimator consisting of a sum of random variables,

it is possible to arrange for a strict functional dependence

between them, such that the estimator remains unbiased, while

its variance comes arbitrarily close to tl,,, smallest that

can be attained with these variables". As the name implies,

antithetic variates are the set of estimators which mutually

compensate each other's variations. Essentially, we

rearrange the random variables by permuting finite subinter-

vals in order to make the sum of the rearranged functions

as nearly constant as possible. zrom the practical viewpoint,

the mathematical conditions imposed by antithetic variates

to the Monte Carlo calculation are quite loose and flexible.

It is relatively easy to find a negatively correlated

unbiased estimator to produce an efficient variance reduc-

tion scheme.

A system of antithetic variates is obtained by simple

transformations based on a stratification of the interval

(12). The transformations are constructed in such a way

z
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j=0
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that the efficiency of the method will increase as a higher

power of M (the number of antithetic variates taken). The

transformations considered are linear combinations of the

values of the function f at a number of points. Thus a

correlated stratified sampling technique is developed, and

its efficiency generally exceeds that of crude sampling by

a factor M3.

The following useful transformations are obtained in

this manner:

tl = n T	 laf(ar i ) + (1-a) f[a+(1--a)xil l
i=l

1 nTi z 1 %f (ri)

1 n
t 2 	 n l rxf(ar i ) + (1-a) f[l-(1-a)ri^^.

n	 f(r z )
- 

n ^-.^	 a 

(56)

(57

The value of a is between 0 and 1, the variance

var (t i ) has a minimum at some value of a. An adequate

rule of thumb is to choose a by finding the root of

f(a) == ( 1-a) f(1) + af(0)
	

(58)

Another useful transformation is
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in general, the variance of crude Monte :arlo•is

var(t) = 0(m 1 ) while the variance of t 3 is var(t3 ) =

0(m-2M), (M '7 1). The simplest form of antithetic

transformations have proved quite successful in neutron

transport calculations.

The general notion and a simple form of antithetic

variates are applied in our present calculations. High

efficiency gain can be obtained easily if it is used

sparingly and at judicious points in the computation. We

have used the random number r i ( ri e(0 1 1)) most of the time

for playing the law of chances, and 1-r i is another random

number of the same kind which is the image of r i . The

two are used together in good many places where repeated

use of r.
3.
 is required. This serves the purpose of two

antithetic variates and cuts the labor in'half (same

random number r  being used twice). Equations 55 and 59

have been used in the initial data preparation program and

source routine where initial particles states (Ei,ui,zi,wti),

E  are generated according to input initial distribution.

For instance:

u  = 2r i-11 ui+l = 2(1-ri)-1

zi = ri d, zi+l = (1-ri),d

E. = Ek + ri AEk, Ei+1 = Ek + (1--ri ) • AEk	(60)

E  = E0 for source particles.

Here k is an energy index, or kth energy interval.

Wherever r  appears, r  and 1-r i are used interchangeably.

F
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Thus we are generating source particles from diametrically

opposite directions, or from symmetric locations.

F. Double History (Double Processing) Technique

In the particle tracing routine, using the general

idea of antithetic variate technique, we have adopted a

"so-called" double history processing technique which is

described as follows;

a) In the course of tracing the particles history,

in each time cycle, we use the transformed random number

h• { 1 nr j to decide the distance to collision dColl and go
on until the particle reaches census time. However, we

process the same particle twice under the identical

initial condition except that we use ,\- j1n(l--r){ as the

distance to collision dcol 2, Bath sets of history are

to lied but only one set of particle data is'stored.

This way each particle is processed twice independently

but correlated in such a way that they compensate each

other's variation (variance) .

b) Another alternative for double history processing

is, to play a dual direction random walk instead of dual

collision distances. We process the same particle twice
in such a way it looks like there are two identical particles

emerging into the system in two diametrically opposite

directions. Again both histories are tallied, but only

the original particle's data is stored.
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The two versions of the double history processing

technique increase the labor (computation time) by a factor

of 1.2 to 1.5. The efficiency gain is difficult to specify.

At least it is certain that the gain is more than double

the total number of the particles.in  the system.

The purpose of dual processing is to compensate each

particles variation and minimize the variance (statistical

errors). One set of particle data in dual processing is

thrown away, while the other set is stored just like normal

processing. Which one of the two resulting sets is saved

is completely random.

:rr.;
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CHAPTER IV

MONTE CARLO SIMULATION CODE

A. Introduction

This chapter p.esents the complete Monte Carlo simula-

tion program, including an input, output, main flow chart,

and the background theory and techniques incorporated.

This program implements the condensed history approach that

was described in Chapter IZ together with various variance

reduction techniques described in Chaptex III.

The basic Monte Carlo calculation can be described most

easily by reference to the simplified flow chart shown in

Figure 4. By means of this flow chart we shall follow the

particle tracing process, making relatively brief comments

on the various steps implied by each box, on each routine,

and on the main program variables. The program is written

in FORTRAN IV and is designed to be run on IBM 360/75 under

the HASP-MVT system.

B. Calculational Procedure_and_Progr.am Description

To obtain an overall view of the calculations, we note

that there are three basic steps involved in the simulation

process. The first is the initialization of all parameter

values, i.e., prepare the particle data and predict the

unknown dominate parameter values. The second is the main

,loop of particle tracing which generates census information.

The third uses the census information and takes tallies to

estimate the histograms (electron energy or number density
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1	 jInput control

Initialization and
2	 particle data generation

(F, z, U, WT)

3	 Follow initial source particlesto census, tally particle states

last source	 No
particle?

Yes

I
Follow residue particles
*o census and tally states

last residue
particle?	 No

Yes

5	 From state tallies (particle histories)
calculate e stimatd parameter values

Renormalize and correct the ion density,
6	 reinitialize parameter values increment

to to to+l time pycles and print the
output quantities

7	
if a prescribed number of time cycles
have been processed, output and stop.

Figure 4. Flow chart of the Monte Carlo simulation code.

9,
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frequency distribution vs. energy), and parameter values.

Finally the dominate parameter va ues are corrected and the

program returns to the first step.

Let us follow the logic flow diagram (Figure 4) in the

order of the number marked on the left hand side of the boxes,

and describe their individual functions.

1. Input Control: The main program is usually compiled

and the loaded version is then stored on disk storage,

ready for execution. In order to offer a wide flexibility,

the following input parameters are used to control the

program runs.

a) NDISK: program start control. The program can

start from the beginning (cycle 0), or it can

start from the stopping point of the previous

run. This feature enables long runs to be

broken up into several short runs. It also

offers debugging flexibility and economy of

computer time. While a long run may run

up to 150 time cycles, we can always break

it up into multiple numbers of fives and tens

cycles. Thus we can adjust other parameter

values on a cut and try-basis without wasting

much computing time. The input parameter

for this control purpose is NDISK: input 0

for storing from very beginning; input 1 for

starting from the latest tenth cycle of last

i
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W

run; input 2 for starting from the latest

fifth cycle.

b) K1, K2, and ED1: Regional weights and dividing

energy. The Russian Roulette and splitting

variance reduction techniques use three

input parameters to control the amount of

killing off and/or splitting of particles.

This also determines where to divide energy

regions for the Russian Roulette and

splitting, assuming that the option to use

Roulette is selected. The input parameters

are K1: the weight of particles in region T

(K1 > 1), K2: the inverse of the weight w2

of particles in region II where w2 = I/K2

(K 2 > 1), EDI: the energy dividing line,

namely (0 to EDl) is region 1, (ED1 to E0)

region II where the energies are in electron

volts.

c) NTC :	 The total number of titre cycles to be run.

	

DTC:	 The input parameter to control the length

of census time At of the time cycles. In

terms of distance travelled by the particles,

At is equal to a fraction or multiple of

one mean free path , corresponding to

average energy of particles in the system.

s
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The total number of particles that actually

exist in the simulation system.

The artificial* total number of particles

in the system during Russian Roulette and

splitting games.

The number of source particles injected into

the system during each time cycle.

The input parameter that controls the impor-

tance sampling option of the program, i.e.,

the multiplying factor used to suppress the

elastic cross section (reduces the probability

of elastic process by a factor KEF,C).

The input value of the ratio of the electric

field strength to the pressure.

The input value for the reduced pressure of

the system (p/p0 where po = 1 torr).

The input parameter used to control double

processing: NIP - 2 for double processing,

NIP	 1 for single processing.

IUSN 1 for dual-collision type double

processing

IUSN = -1 for dual-direction type double

d) NTP:

NTW:

NS:

e) KELC:

'ar

or
f ) EDP:

PDPO:

g) NIP:

IUSN:

processing

*The total number modified by scaling and weighting
factors.	 {

x
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h)	 D: The input value of the width of the slab

(diameter of the cylinder) which defines

the external boundaries of the medium.

JZ: The number of zones the slab is divided

into, or the number of internal zones.

i)	 NCUM: Inp t control to give cumulative results

(time average) over the time cycles or a

cumulative average over NCUM time cycles.

NAVP: Input constant to control, the power of pt,

(or AD) namely pt i**NAVP is the weight of

the cycle to be used for cumulative results.

These two parameters are used to implement

antithetic variates techniques along the

time axis.

J)	 Eo: The energy of sou::ce particles.

SR: The rate of the source particles entering

the system.

k)	 FID: An array that contains the initial guess

distribution (number density vs. energy).

l)	 NUSC: An input parameter used to control, the up-

scattering elastic collision process, NUSC

l:	 with upsacttering, NUSC .= 0:	 without

upscattering.

2.	 Data preparation:	 The initialization is entered only

once during the calculation, where the time cycle is 0

(or at time t0 }.	 After the input phase, all the pertinent

r

F
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parameters are set to their proper permanent or temporary

values. Before entering the next phase to trace the

particle histories, several dominate parameter values

must be predicted. The data preparation routine is

called in to generate particle data (E i : energy, u.i:

direction of travel, Z i : position, Wti : weight) based

on the guess for tle initial distribution (generate

machine particles). Then the average energy of the

system is calculated and is used to predict the census

time (pt or equivalently DCEN) as well as the number of

ions (N+ ) .

3. Particle tracing: With the point of origin, direction

of propagation, and energy (velocity) known for the

initial source particles, the next phase follows the

particles through a series of stochastic interactions

until the census time is reached, and the particle data

and parameters values are tallied and updated. During

the course of tracing the particle histories, all the

relevant events are recorded and later on can be inter-

rogated to provide the output quantities of interest.

This section of the program is the central part of the

main program, It contains the main loop for tracing all

the particles in the system in a self consistent way.

Most of the variance reduction techniques are incornli^ated

here, including double processing, Russian Roulette, 	 ^.

and splitting, as well Rs the various versions of
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importance sampling techniques.

4. Secondary particle tracing: The residue particles, i.e.,

particles generated by ionization collision process

(the secondary electrons so produced) are treated in all

respects like the regular source particles, except that

their starting positions and time coordinates as well as

directions are those associated with the particles that

generated them. These residue particles may go further

and produce other residue particles (secondary electrons)

if their energy is high enough, thus forming a short

production chain. The probability of such chain produc-

tion is small howevc.^r, since the average energy of the

secondaries is quite low. The end of the main loop

comes after all such residue particles are processed.

5. Data calculations: The details of the phase of the

computations depend upon the specific goals and charac-

ter of study. our primary interest is the particle

energy distribution (or number density vs. energy).

This frequency distribution and other pertinent para-

meters are estimated (or calculated) using the stored

data from various parameter counters in the main loop

(tallied information)-as well as tallied hittories.

The quantities of interest include local values (for

the current time cycle only) and the cumulated values

from several time cycles. After these calculations, the

next phase is to prepare for the processing of new time

s
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cycle.

6. Normalization and printout: Up to this stage, all the

output quantities have been calculated. Next the output

information is printed out, and at the same time, if the

cycle number is the multiple of.five, all the particle

data and related parameter values are stored on the disk.
Then the next run can be read off of the disk and the

process can proceed from where we left off the last time.

All the parameter values are again initialized, and

new source particles are generated for the next time

cycle. Particles that have escaped from the system LZ

have been absorbed create holes in the particle data

storage which are filled up by the new source particles

and the residue particles produced during the time cycle.
Before going on to the next cycle, the ion density is

renormalized and corrected in a semiadaptive way accord-

ing to a balance factor BF. The ion density distribution

parameter N+ is a dominate parameter since it affects

several processes such as the rate of recombination and

the rate of super-elastic collision (refer to Equations
27 and 28). it is corrected in such a way as to

accelerate convergence, till the system reaches a bal-

anced situation. Then increment time from to to to+l.
The output quantities are the following:

a) The kind of gas in the medium, source particle 	 a

energy, p7:essure, slab thickness, and pt the time

interval of this cycle.
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b) The number of time cycles, the time in seconds,

the number of source particles generated curing the

cycle time ; and the average energy of the particles

^. in the system.
II
f
I' c) The number density distribution vs. energy,Y	 gY , the

single cycle distribution, the cumulated distribu-

tion, the number-density deviation, the average--

energy deviation, the average energy, and the energy

interval vs. energy.

d) The number density and the average energy vs, z

(position zone).

e) The ion distribution (N+), the number of ionizations

(NIZN), the number of escaped particles (NES), the

number of absorbed or recombined particles (NAS), ther

number of super-elastic collisions (NSE), the number

of excitations to metastable Levels (NMET), and the

number of excitations to other levels (NEXC).

f) All the input control parameters as listed in

section IV-1.
g) The electric field strength (EF), the source rate,

Y

the W-value, the average energy of escaped particles,

;_^.. and the average energy of absorbed particles.

h) The number check on the density disbributions.

All the above outputs include both current cycle

. values and the cumulated values over the past cycles.
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7. Final checks: The last stage is to check whether the

prescribed number of time cycles have been processed,

adequate statistics have been collected, and all the
useful data have been stared on the disk. If so, the
program stops.

Further programming details are provided in Appendix

{
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS

A. Convergence and Reliability

The present Monte Carlo Model is a predict-correct

iterative scheme, with semiadaptxve control ability. For

such an iterative procedure, our main criteria for the

evaluation and determination of convergence are based on

the following inferences:

1. The balance factor (BF) as defined in Chapter 11

(Section II-B-3) signifies whether or not the system

has reached steady state, i.e.,,converged to a final

solution. At steady state, the value of BF should be

approximately equal to unity. It may approach to unity

in both directions, and due to semiadaptive control

procedure used, it may oscillate around unity. Larger

amplitude oscillations are observed at first, but they

rapidly damp out.

2. The estimated values of the major parameters, e.g. the

average energy and the W-value show a similar fluctua-

tion, and then they converge to nearly constant values
as steady state is approached.

3. The validity of the convergence has been checked using

test problems where analytic results are available.

A good comparison has been obtained, showing that the

program and the model are working correctly, free of

obscure errors.

I
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B. Error Estimation and Analysis

1. Error Analysis

1. As mentioned in early chapters, Monte Carlo simula-

tion is equivalent to performing mathematical experiments,

the results being based on observations of such experiments.

From this analogy we can derive the following procedures

for the analysis of errors or accuracies of our calculations.

It is convenient to subdivide experimental_ errors into

three broad types, namely: random errors, systematic errors,

and blunders. in general, the experimental error is some

additive function of all three, while blunders can hopefully

be eliminated. We shall describe them in detail in follow-

ing sections.

a. Random errors -- such errors are of great concern in

Monte Carlo type calculations.	 They generally involve

Ytatistical fluctuations or deviations, representing

the difference between the singly measured value and

the best value of a set of measurements, i.e., the

difference between the arithmetic mean and the true

mean. Sometimes such errors are referred to as ele-

mentary (or inherent) errors in the measurements. The

commonly used measure of random errors is the variance

or standard deviation.

b. Systematic error - a systematic error tends to have

the same algebraic sign, iae.ifis either an additive

or subtractive quantity introduced in the measurement
I
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now

process. It is an unpleasant and insidious contribu-

tion which is not generally amenable to statistical

treatment. Thus such errors seriously impair the

reliability of the estimation. Typical examples

include:

i) Incorrect assumptions or approximation in the

representation of certain processes.

ii) Constructional faults and mistakes in the

algorithms or subroutines.

iii) Inadequate regard of constancy of experimental

conditions or inadequate sampling techniques

(biased).

c. Blunders - these are outright mistakes which should be

corrected by all means. Possible examples include:

i) Incorrect logic, misunderstanding of the problems.

ii) Errors in transcription of data.

iii) Mistakes in constants used.

iv) Confusion of units.

In any type of calculation, the systematic error as well

as blunders should be removed. One way, for detecting such

errors is to compare the program against some known reliable

solutions. Only the random errors are subject to reduction

by the various treatments amenable to attack by variance

reduction techngiue;^.

The precision in an estimated (mean) value is propor-

tional to the reciprocal of the statistical error and is

;r

.;ti
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high if the statistical error is small, i.e. the accuracy

is high if the net systematic error is small. Usually,

but not necessarily, high accuracy implies small statistical

errors as well.

As discussed in later sections, our model and program

has been checked against several test problems, and good

agreement has been obtained. Therefore, it can be assumed

that any serious systematic errors have been removed and

that the program is free of blunders. Thus, we shall con-

centrate on the analysis of random errors.

No thorough analysis of variance has been made. Due

to the intricate way that the histories calculated during

a given time cycle depend on previous time cycles, a

meaningful variance estimate beyond the first time cycle

seems to be out of the: question. However as the system

reaches steady state, the deviations or variations (statis-

tical fluctuations) of the estimated parameters can be

estimated by means of standard deviation (or variance)

over subsequent time cycles. Namely, we use the following

formulation: n	 1/2'

(f ii .. fi)
s _	 j	

n 
...._...._	 W i	 (61)

i 

where s i : the standard deviation at the ith energy interval
over n consecutive time cycles. 	 r.

f ij : the parameter value (density distribution func-
tion of ith energy interval, at jth time cycle.

f^: the average parameter value of ith interval over
n time cycles.
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A heuristic approach was adopted to measure local deviations

or statistical fluctuations at each time cycle. This pro-

vides a relative magnitude of deviation or dispersion which

can be used to compare the various variance reduction tech-

niques. The approach is described as follows:

The estimated major frequency distribution (the elec-

tron energy density distribution function in our case) is

obtained in the form of histogram. The abscissa of the

histogram is divided into so-called class intervals (energy

intervals in our calculations). In each such interval an

erect rectangle (block) of heigh f  and width E  is formed.

This block-area type of distribution is the fitted fre-

quency distribution curve. We devise a numerical descrip-

tion of local deviations by defining:

i) the location index of the center of the erected

rectangles in the histogram as i and with abscissa

value E..I
ii) the spread or dispersion around the center.

T'he total number of particles in each class interval

(energy interval) is proportional to the area of the

rectangular flock (f i pEi ), the particle's energy in this

class interval falls in the range (E i - AEi/2 , Ei + AE i/2)

with overall average energy E i - Ei . Then the following

relationship holds (refer to Figure 5):
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E l 	 E1+1	 EI+2	 E

E- Energy, eV

Figure 5. Rectangular block representation of the electron
energy distribution histogram.
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AE i 	Afi

LEi = f i

AE
or Afi _ fi AE (62)i
where AEi is the deviation of the average energy 7 i from E 

or AT = Ei - Ei . Also Afi is the corresponding deviation

of the frequency distribution at location index i.

Equation (62) provides a relative measure of the ampli-

tude of the deviation of density distribution curve at energy

E  which can be used for comparing the efficiency of

different variance reduction techniques as well as provide

an heuristic clue to the modification of the fitted density

distribution curve.

2. Data Filtering

The random errors (statistical fluctuations) rasult

in bumps and ridges in the estimated frequency distribution

function. It may be possible to alleviate many-of these

distortions by means of data smoothing techniques (data

filtering).

Two types of data smoothing techniques commonly used

in the processing of time series might be used here:

a. Moving averages - this technique operates by replacing

each point of the frequency distribution function

(height of the histogram at E i V i ) at time cycle t^

with an average value of several subsequent points

in the time cycle series. Thus if f ib is the value

e°

t`
,r
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of frequency function at ith energy interval and jth

time cycle, then fij is replaced by

M
j=1 fij.Wj/M

where Wj , the weighting factor for the jth time

cycle, usually has the value of 1 or we can define it

as a function of pt 
JO 

The value of M is the number of

successive points of the time cycles to be included

in each average.

b.	 Parabolic filtering -- this is similar to the moving

averages technique, but M is selected as-an odd number,

the point to be replaced is .located in the center of

these M points, and a parabola is fitted to these points

by means of least squares. Thus it is replaced by the

corresponding point f  on the derived parabola. The

process is repeated by shifting the center point to the

next one in the time cycle series.

The technique of moving averages (a) is employed in

the program, because of -i t's  simplicity and the fact that

the parabolic smoothing technique is too sensitive to the

changes in the distribution function. Note that this

smoothing (filtering) technique only becomes effective as

the simulated system reaches steady state.

i
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C. Solutions of the Problem

1. Preliminary Checks

In order to verify that the model is valid and correctly.

working, and the computer program is free of bugs, blunders,

and systematic errors, we solved a specific problem first

reported by J. A. Smit (11) and later extended by Heylen and

Lewis (10). Their solutions for the electron energy distri-

bution were obtained analytically based on the Boltzmann

transport equation for the special case characterized as

follows:

i) electric field present

ii) no external sources

iii) infinite size medium of background noble gases.

The comparisons are made for helium gas at Ef/p - 4 0 5,

10 vrcm 1 . (Ef/p : electric field strength to pressure ratio).

The results are shown in Figures 6, 7 and 8. Both Smit and

H eylen r s results have taken i:1to account all the collision

processes including those due to elastic loss as well as

inelastic losses. Heylen's results is more up-to-date, for

low 
Ef/p 

values only EUp - 5 is given, which was chosen for

the present comparison. In so far as possible, the same

cross sections as Smit and Heylen and Lewis used were

incorporated in the present calculations. The slight

discrepancies apparant at the low.-energy end is probably

due to differences in treating the scattering process, and
T

S ^
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the many approximations required in their analytic solutions.
Also, some of the cross sections used in this calculations

are experimental values, which may differ by some amount

from that used for analytic solutions.

For the high energy region,(near the source energy)

checks have been made against the analytic solutions

reported by Lo and Miley (32). As shown in Figure 9, the

general shape of the electron energy flux distributions are

in reasonable agreement. In this case it was not practical

to use the same cross sections as incorporated in the

analytic solutions, and this may account for some of the

differences observed. Also the analytic solutions are

obtained for an infinite Medium vs. a 1 cm slab in the

present case. Thus the analytic solutions do not allow

leakage, although this becomes important in the present

calculation for low pressures. Lo and Miley's results are

plotted in Figure 9 for the source energy E0 w 1500 eV

and E0 = 500 eV, whereas the present results are for E 0 =

1000 eV. The plot shown is for the flux density (normalized)

instead of energy number density. They are related as

follows::
	 a

T (E) ' f(E) -V(E)
	

(63)

where	 V(E): electron flux density

f(E): electron number density

V(E): Electron kinetic velocity

=Y
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Sinca'we only intend to compare general shapes of distribu-

tion, the normalizations used for the various curve, shown

here are arbitrarily choosen for optimum display of informa-

tion.

2. The Electron Energy Distribution Function without
Electric Field

The calculations for electron energy distribution func-

tions for helium with a high energy electron source, but no

applied electric field (Figures 10 to 14) were carried out

at two different pressures and various source rates. The

slab thickness D is chosen to be fixed at D = 1 cm, which

is equal to the actual diamter of cylindrical tube used in

the laboratory (7). The two pressures are chosen to be

P = 10 torn and P = 760 torn, corresponding to a typical

low-pressure case and . a normal atmospheric pressure.

We have chosen two different source energies (E0),

one at E0 = 1,000 eV and the other at E 0 = 70 eV. These

values roughly correspond to the highest energy and the

average energy in the primary electron energy spectrum for

MeV alpha-particle irradiation of helium as done in the

experimental studies conducted at the University of Illinois (6).

The range of-interest for the source rtes for a boron

coated tube irradiated in the Illinois TRIGA reactor lies

between 10 Z4 to 1018 W/cm3-sec). However, results shown

for source rates above about 10 16 are questionable since

the resulting ionization density becomes large enough that
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electrox:--electron collisions become important, and this

process was neglected here.

The major quantity of interest here is --the electron

energy distribution function which were defined as n_(E)

in Chapter IT. For simplicity, we represent the normalized

distribution corresponding to n_(E) by f(E). This

normalization is defined by:

E
0

f(E) dE = 1
	

(64)
0

For the plasma system without electric field (E f = 0),

the distribution functions with c,,ource energy E  = 1000 eV

are shown in Figures 10 and 11 for the pressure p 10 torn,

and p = 760 torr respectively. Similar. distribution func-

tions for E  = 70 eV are shown in Figures 12 and 13.

An idealized Maxwellian distribution plus 1/E tail

are shown in Figures 10 to 13 for reference.' (The Maxwellian

plus l/E distribution was used as the initial distribution

for these calculations. Note that since this curve is for

reference only, it is arbitrarily normalized to a point on

the Maxwellian curve and does not satisfy Equation 64.)

For the range of source rates mentioned, the calculated

energy distribution for helium (He) are reasonably Maxwellian

at low energy region. The differences due to variations in

the source rates show up at the high energy end, especially

near the source energy, where the magnitudes seem to depend

linearly on the values of source rate.- This is somewhat
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deceptive, however, since the absolute magnitude at any

point is due to the normalization. (This point is stressed

again later in connection with Figure 24).

The fact that the distributions drop off rapidly for

energies above about 20 eV is attributed to the fact that

the threshold energy for inelastic processes is 20 eV,

above which energy the ionization and excitation processes

bring more electrons into the low- energy region.

In order to investigate the change in distribution

function at very high source rates, a calculation for So

10 22 particles/cm3_ sec was carried out.. As. mentioned

earlier, the neglect of electron-electron collisions makes

the accuracy of this calculation questionable. Still the

trends are of interest, and it is seen from Figure 14 that

the distribution curve changes drastically. In fact, it is

no longer Maxwellian at the low-energy end. Due to the

high source rate, more high-energy particles and more

particles with energy in the ranee from 0.3 eV to 20 eV

are present in the system.

As discussed earliez ,,. the distribution curve drops

sharply for energies above the excitation threshold energy

(at E = 20 eV) due to the dominance of ionization and excita- 	 w

tion collision processes. At the higher pressure, the
{

distribution curves decrease more rapidly compared to low

pressure, since increased scattering slows the electrons

down more rapidly. This effect is shown in Figures 15 and 16,
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for the same source rate S o a 1015 (#/cm3-sec) and source

energy, but two different pressures. The reduction in

magnitude of the high energy tail as the pressure increases

is clearly illustrated.

In these calculations, the rate of both leakage and

absoxptio n (recombination) are strongly dependent on the

pressure. At higher pressures (e.g., p = 760 torr), very

few particles leak out of the system, and the loss are

dominated by the absorption process. For lower pressure

(p = 10 torr), fewer particles are absorbed, while more

escape or leak out of the system. Also, more particles

escape in the high--energy region, but the absorped particles

are mainly in the low-energy region.

The estimated major parameters are summarized in Table

1, which includes the average energy of the system (E),

the number of positive ions (N+ ) and the W values for various

combinations of source rate So , source energy E  and pressure

p•

The W--value is defined as the amount of energy

required (input) to produce an Ionization pair (positive

ion and electron), or

( Ns . E0 - ETes	 E Tab )W value =	 N	 (65)
Z

Where N s : the number of source particles introduced into
the system during the period At.

E	 the total energy lost with escaping particles
Tes during the time At. ^I

Y , .
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Table 1. Calculated Parameter Values for the Plasma
Without a Electric Field

* P E0 S0 E N+

(torr_) (eV) 3.(#/cm	 -sec) (eV) (#) W..value	 Range

10 1000 1018 0.171 0.125 x 10 14 41	 63
10 1000 1016 0.157 0.125 x 10 13 35	 53
10 1000 1014 0.111 0.125 x 1012 49 --.--58

760 1000 1018 0.167 0.583 x 1015 32 ---- 38
760 1000 1016 0.123 0.446 x 1014 40 -----65
760 1000 1014 0.104 0.67  x 10 13 ' 35	 54

10 70 1018 0.104 0.125 x 10 14 50	 62
10 70 1016 0.082 0.125 x 10 13 47	 63

10 70 1034 0.075 0.124 x 1012 40	 57
760 70 1018 0.082 0.16 x 10 15 47	 65
760 70 1016 0.075 0.141 x 10 14 42	 56
760 70 1014 0.075 0.157 x 1013 39	 J 55

Maxwellian distribution
0 0.05 ___ _.._

*P: pressure, E0 : source energy, 50 : source rate,
E: average energy of the particles, N + : number of positive
ions.
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S	 the total energy lost with recombining particles
^^ during the time At

a .•
Nz: the total number of ionizations produced during

the time period At.

As seen from Table 1, the average energy E tends to be

higher for higher source rates and higher source energy,

and it is lower for higher pressures. However, the differ-

ences are in general very small. (All the average energies

are consistently greater than that of a Maxwellian distribu-

tion). The values for ion density N + are roughly proportional

to the square root of source rate, and are higher for higher

pressures, virtually independent of source energy.

The W-values are quite sensitive to statistical fluctua-

tions, and the ranges of variation obtained over the last 10

time cycles _n a given calculation are shown in Table 1.

The W-values obtained here do not show any clear dependence

on the system parameters, thus variation indicated may be

totally due to the statistical fluctuations. This is not

too surprising since the W-value is known to be roughly

independent of particle energy, etc. The W-value for

helium obtained experimentally by Jesse and Sadouski (34)

is 43. A reasonable value to choose for the W value from

Table 1 would be 50 1 which is little bit higher than the

experimental result. The reason for this discrepancy isP	 P Y

not clear, but it may be due to small inaccuracies in the

ionization-excitation cross section employed here. The

W-value is, by definition, quite sensitive to the details
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of the ratio of the ionization to the excitation cross

section as a function of energy.

3. The Electron Energy Distribution Function with an Applied
Electric Field

The calculated electron energy distribution functions

in He with an applied electric field (E f/p = 10) are plotted

in Figures 17 to 21, in a manner similar to that in the

previous section. All these calculations are carried out

at the electric field to pressure ratio E f/p = 10. SmitIs

result (without source or S o	0) are plotted together with
i

present calculations at given pressure and source energy

(p = 10, 760 and E  = 1000 eV, 70 eV), with three different

source rates. It is observed that the distribution func-

tions are highly non-Maxwellian. For the source rate in the
I

range 10 14 #/cm 3-sec to 1018 4/cm 3-sec, the distribution

curves at low energy end are quite close to the Smit's

results (11). At the high energy end, they have a shape

similar to the curves of no electric fields. Again differ-

ences due to the source rate show up at high-energy region.

Below 10 eV, all the distribution functions fall on the

top of each other, and they begin to spread out as the energy

increases above 10 eV. For high pressures or low source

energy, more difference (between S o = 0 and S o # 0) show

up at high-energy end than that of low pressure and/or high

source energy. Again at very high source rates S o = 1022

4/cm 3_ sec) the distribution function changes appreicably.
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In Figure 21 1 the comparison is made with a very high source

rate (S
0 

= 1.0 22 /cm 3_ sec)	 a nd	 with one in the region

of interest (So = 10 16, p = 760 torr). For very high source

rate, the distribution function changes quite a lot; it

still, preserves the general shape, but at low-energy end,,

it is much smaller in amplitude. (However, as stressed

earlier, the high source rate calculation is questionable

due to theneglect of electron-electron interactions.)

The changes in these distribution functions due to

different pressuresare also shown, in Figures 22 and 23.

The observed trends are similar to t moose in the previous
section for the electric field E f = 0 case.

So far, the normalized distribution functions f(E)

have been displayed. However, to stress the fact that the

absolute magnitudes of the curves depends strongly on the

source: (shapes have received our interest to this point),

Figure 24 shows the unnormalized electron energy distribution

functions for He (with electric field or E  ^ 0) are plotted,

with F f/p = 10, p = 10 torr, E  = 1000 eV, and three differ-

ent source rates (S0 = 10 14 , S o = 10 1 $ So = 1018 ), The

magnitude (unnormalized) distribution is defined as

N (E) = N' • f(E)	 (66)

where N+ : number of positive ions

f(E): normalized distribution

The values ofN+ are 0.24 x 10 15 , 0.24 x 10 34 , and 0.24 x 1013

15	 16corresponding to the three source rates S o = 10, So = 10
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and Sn = 1014 , respectively.

in order to show the effect of recombination, a normal

case is compared in Figure 25 to a calculation where the

absorption cross section was arbitrarily increased 100 times.

it is observed that the major effect comes in at low-energy

region. More and more electrons recombine as they thermal.ize

and hence, the lower energy region of the distribution is

depleted. Since recombination does not occur at hic1h

energies, this region is not affected.

The calculated major parameter values for the system

with an electric field are summarized in Table 2. As expected

on physical grounds the values of the average energies for

this case are much higher than the corresponding values with

no electric field (compare to Table 1). However, other

general. trends are the same, e.g. the value of the average

energies are slightly higher for higher soured rate and/or

higher source energy, but are lower for higher pressures.

For comparison the average energy (7.7 eV) found by

Smit for an electric field and 
Ff/p 

= 10 but with no

Sourco present is included in Table 2. it is in general

higher than the present values. The reason iM not entirely

clear, At first thought the additional high--energy source

electrons might be expected to raise the average energy.

However, as :Found by T. Ganley (37) , the p^ esence of high-

energy electrons to produce ionization allows the electrons

in the M-axwellian a-e gion to decrease in energy, and as a

result the overall. average may actually decrease.
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Table 2. calculated Parameter Values for Plasma with
Applied Electric Field (Ef/P - 10)

* P 0
So3

N+ Modified
Starr`? (eV) (#/cm ., S oo-) (eV) W W-value range

10 1000 10 is. 8.1 0.24 x 10 15 35 -ti- 44
10 1000 1016 7.5 0.21 x 1014 34 — 54
10 1000 10J14 7.3 0.24 x 1013 37.5 ^-f 60

760 1000 1018 7.0 0.23 x 1017 37 ^-50
750 1000 1.0 3 6 6.6 0.204 x 10 16 30 — 51
760 1000 1014 5.4 0.24 x 1015 34-- 57

10 70 1018 5.86 0.21 x 1035 31 — 35
10 70 1010 5.18 0.21 x 101` 34 --- 50

10 70 1014 4.46 0.213 x 1013 31-x- 56
760 70 1018 5.7 0.284 x 1016 35-46
760 70 1015 5.0 0.2.6 x 1015 39^-48
760 70 1014 4.3 0.24 x 1014 32 ^	 9

Smit 1 s distribution
0	 7.7	 -	 -

*P: pressure- E	 source energy; S	 source rate;
I;: average energy; N+ : number of $ositive ions.

4
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The valuer of N A are roughl y proportional to the square

root of the source rate (recall Equation 33) and are inde-

pendent of the pressuze and source energy.

Strictly speaking, the. definition of the W value for

the field case should include an allowance for energy

gained -to electrons in the electric field which then

result in ionization. There is no way to include this

energy transfer in the present case, so the values listed

in Table 2 are based on the inn pair production Divided

by tre energy input with the high-energy source electron

alone (no field contribution). This is, then the same

formulation (Eq. 65) as that of no field case, and we

lab.le the result as the "effective" or "modified" W•value.
V

Again these values fluctuate considerably, so the ranges

observed in the last 10 time cycles are given, As would be

expected from the neglect of the field contribution, the W_

values in this table are in general smaller than that of

no Field case. As in the earlier calculation, no general

trend can be observed, as so far as the dependence of the

parameters (En , So , p) are concerned, and this is consistent

with the earlier observations and'theliterature which indicate

that the W-values are fairly insensitive to these parameters.

We have concluded so far that, the distribution func-

tions for non-field case (E f = 0) are more or less assume

a Maxwellian distribution in the low-.energy region for

1source rates below 10 	 However, when an electric field

Iy1
!

Y
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is added,	 the distribution shirts to that found by Smit in
;:
? the low-energy region. 	 This is, ; i.n effect,	 the well-known
Y.-

Druyvosteyn distribution.	 It is significant that the addi-

tion of a source adds a, tail to this distribution, but it

does not drastically change the low-energy region.	 By

intuition,	 it might bo expected that Smi,t t s distribution

(with electric field or E ., ^ 0) would change back to a

Maxwellian distribution as tho electric: field approaches

g	
,}Fr zero,	 in order to display the transition region, the 

r distribution functions for smaller clactric field (E:f/P

are plotted in F igure 26 t ngather with the calculated

distribution functions at Ef rj 10 and E 	 = 0,	 The high-./p
energy tail, of tho distribution curve are not significantly

affected by reducing the electric field E f , but the distri-

bution function in the low energy region starts to approach

a Maxwellian distribution as expected.

D. Conclusion on Monte Carlo Results

Based on the Monte Carlo solutions wo obtained no far,

,we can make the following comments.

1. For the normal range of source rate (S -' 10is),

where the neglect of electron--electron interactions remai nn

valid, the Maxwellian plus 1/E distribution is a good initial
f

approximat r distribution for the no electric fi old case.

Likewise the Smit (€► r Druyvestoyn) plus 1/E distribution is

a goad approximate initial distribution to be used for the

system with an eloct:ric fi.ol.d prosentr
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2. The ciepandenep of the dintri.bution funetitnn With

or without olectric WIN upon tho pronsure and source raato

only Vans tits in the hi qh-onerthy regm, Acre the di at : 4-

bution functions have higKi LaaIlB for highvr sourco rat<o,

and havo amallof ' 4i a = for nigher p ocsurpnr

3. Tho tango of Varl4tions observed in the !^-Valuo

eaalculAt_i.on roflocto otatiotica l Uuotuationn which limit

tho calculationnl. accuracy of tho abeolute numorital W-

Valuost Still the :rooulte demonot;ra.te that tho W-value in

Moro or lone Indt±piandont or insensivi.vo to the cha> gon taf

prannure, vouroo rate and source  energy.

4.	 Due to as tight budgA, the primary emphaoi . wan

i on inrroani.ng the computation efficiency and ro€iuoing

n the computation timo to a ponsible minimum.	 Thun ante}nt of

the calculations worn c nrri.ed out with 2000 to 5000 actual

particles and for any particulak not of porameter valuoa,

and the rosult:s were gonorally obtainod within 10 minutes

of WM 360/75) computer time.	 Compared with hours of

oomputor Limo and 5 to TO times more part,ielon used by
V

otiaorB for the similar caloulationn (e.g.,	 see Reiorene©n

3 1 4 0 and 9) the gain I R computation efficiency seems to be

signi.Acant . 	 Of coLIL`oo f a ('omplote comparison is not

h. possible einev all of Mae calculations achieved difi"c;ront
I;..

rr	 j 	 in the final	 y

5.	 f1 ho }'3rC'Dent`. renults Eno How cloac agreement

with the Kin& yt c oolutionn of Lo and Miley 	 (32,33) on the
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followl1\Q f,-Q1I'1tl'H 

(\. '1'h~ llhi'&pO {~f' hiOh-.l'I~r9Y ~rHf.!I'\ Q£ thl'l dtHt:! j.~\.1~ 

U.on (;\llI'Vli'I/'f Il,t:~ in I'ildl'ionl.ll:ll .. ll~tr\ilt\iMmt? g~ Iltl@wn 

in li,1g~!r~ 9. 

1). ''('1'113 tA,ljIhu ll;<rIQl!(JY part ot ~h~ 1l1gtriJJ!H~iOIl K\m{'!t1.~H\ 

if* til} t ehIHlqt!c1 by 'the; pU3"n~Hi! <:It lln tlllHlt:f ttl 

field tot t;tt'ld VAJ.\lt:l~ E£/Fl S 'il}. 

~. ItHh ~ft ~ltlctJ'l;:U§ldJ tM l~w-e'n~lft;iY ~lU't 1;)1' 

tht! di.kitdbuUl'l1\ t\lMti.('Jfi ~an\t\li with tim:t till! 

l!'1'!li\lU; _nu thu ~i!lyt :!fi flf.)t Ilr:t!u~tl!!d ftP~I~Cl;islJ1Y 

by l-IO\I:r(~f!I J'Qtoo 0( It}H.1 l!l1ll't:.i~llfrf}/l:IlI\'l .. #@e • 

'\ 

.i, 
.,..J.4 
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'llha tiN.l H!;jirl~n IIlf »Qfrt:~C.atdo 'tlllebnlq\lu to laly. 

l~IrM¢lfk tt'li!ilill;>i;\tl; Pl;Qkitcl!1f1h a:l! futlr.1/l1Il1.nt~l 1ntuut: .In 

mIU'lY U~.t~lJll 1;11' ljh¥$t~~ and .r.~inefll:drv,n upl'lcilll:Iy whon 

*.I'HiJ yt:t.c imtl/l:>:l:' mllnOt'4.l:lfal ~(}luti",r\l!IO~ tho b.~j,c gavorn:!.nq 

I1quttHot!3 ~lJ,'Q eM eOll\p:t~x to bit pnc:Ueal. Yet cJ;U'oct 

"ppHcaUcU!: 4£ Mont!) Cull) tl'lchniquu to dmllhte :l.nd.ividulll 

intltlUctlonl 1~ j!Qm@1';:'tIl1,UJ pla;:M.bitivc1y cO/iltly btllcaule of 

tl'Ht hr!ll~ IAmmmt': cd! ec:tl1lp\ttll~;j,QcI1"l t~m. 1:ftquind, Thua 

t(lchniqtu!'& to); i.mpl'(lvint;t t1ut l'iIfft<:itlncy an r.qlliud. 

Vt'lt'iolJ/lI 1\!<;i.fJt.1nq vf\l;'!~mc!lt Ulcdllction techniqu .. can be u •• d, 

but th\'):/ f.lXII ptobl!;ltll rl(Jf,l!llrt<it.mt, 'l'hu. hchniquGa that are 

e:ff.~e.tQnt for OM t:vP~ Qf problem m1<Jht not b, .. effective 

fot." othmt typu Q£ ~I.'oblcm.. Thull .uoh tec:hniqu*" muat be 

judiCiously tlllJ ocUd and modifiod for th. particular problom 

und!!!'!; e/;ll'l1.iddltu.tion. On. badc undcrl~'inq principle which 

ap~tiCt~ to $ny Monta Carlo calculation i., Apply.a much 
• 

• ( t 

known information a. one can (<Jiven in analytic and/or 

nllmerict\l form) to reduce the uncertllinUea of th. problem, 

Whenevet posaibh Hol'lte Carlo experiments ahould be checkwd 

and l:'ti1phcect by oxact theoretical a.,alyaia to uduce uncer

taintio8, 

The Monte C'arlo exporimentaU.t h .. to .xarcb. 11'1;.1'1-

uity in distorting and IIIC)dHyin9 problema in the puuuit 

n 
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method. ar. 9an.ral d.vic •• , atill • ;r.at d •• l of work 
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d~ 1 &nd. upon the individual'. or1q1nality to cr.ate .pecial 

•• thod. or nu •• rical .ch •••• to .uit their n •• d.. Unlike 

the phy.1cal .xpor,l •• ntaU.t, the .ath •• aUcal .xp.r imental1.t 

u.in9 Mont. Carlo M.thod. ha. the advent.;. that hi • 

• xp.ri,"ntal .at.rial con.l.t. of .ath •• atlcal object. ~hlch 

can b. di.torUd, controlled, an:- IIIOd1fl.d .are .a.Uy. 

Th. ~·.at •• t .ucc ••••• of the Mont. Carlo .. thod have 

ari •• n wh.,'. the b •• ic •• th •• aUc.l probl •• it •• lf con.t.U 

c..f the inv •• t19.t10n of 10M random proc...... Howev.r, 

there .r. exc.ptlon. involvinq d.t.r.lni.tic probl.m-101utton 

of boundry v.lue proble •• and partlal differentlal equation •• 

Th. 101utlon. of the •• probl ••• ar. cIo •• ly conn.cted with 

the ch.ract.r1.tt~. of c_rtain r.ndo. d1ffu.ien type 

proc ••• ~s lor can b. conv.rted to .uch type of proc ••••• ), 

th.refor. th ••• probleM. are r.duced to the MOd.l1nq of 

.uch proc...... Thu. the IIIOdel .nd the .pec1al t.chniqu •• 

d.V.loped 1n pre.~nt r •••• rch aro qulte 9.n.r.l In .cop., 

.nd 1t .hould b. po •• 1bl. to apply th •• to .any cl ••••• of 

Mont. Carlo c.lcul.t\on. with. certain ..aunt of IIIOdlfica

Uon. 

•. 'u'e.ry of rr~.'nt !ork 

In thi. r •••• rch .tudy, we hav. devi.ed • 9.n~r.l 

eathe.Aticel .odel for the palticl. tr~n.po&t or dlffu'ion 

• 
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typ~ plilsma problems which have il,herflnt nonlinear proper

ti~s du~ to recombination. Many fipecial variance rp.duction 

tp.chni~u~s are incorporated into tto syat&m. Thft model ~an 

be u:;ed (or calculating both t1me-dependlmt and IIteadY-Atate 

nonlInear transport ptoblem~ provided that e<11table methode 

exivt to calculate, predict, and correct. the important 

palametofD which dom1nato the non11n •• r1ti... A wide ranQe 

ot nonlinear problema can be formulated and handled in thill 

way . The principle ld()a, the piecewi.e linearized predict

corrc·c t model, i a • Qeneral, ailllple, and eff icient approach 

tor solvi nQ nonlinear problems. In principle, moat nonlinear 

prot-I oms ('an bft e;aat 1n terma ot the baa ic ltS".S alld 8190-

rilhmD of prOM nt work. ThJ. I' pre.ente an extenaton of 

e.,li r worka or Muaha ~nd Itoh (8), Thoma. (9), ~nd flec~ 

Jr. (11). ~II for th8 mount of computation time and effi

clrnry lnvolv"d, the !,rr •• nt atudy ha. lIIado aiqnificant 

imrrovrment~. SOllie of the lmprnvement~ are a natural con

IIIl't'JUrnC'''' ot the lar9" "fornge sp .. e ... VIH lable 11'1 moden. 

comrllt fH "Yilt oms. Add 1 t 10na1 h'prOVl'lIIont5 come f rOlf! a tvw 

atlftple, but eHectivc. apflcial tt,ct\laque. incorporated ~nto 

th ~·r.uel'lt modftl. All dll!8er1bllld in Chapter n, tho •• includto: 

1) 't'h& in1 Ual dlatr tbution - atraiqht forward particle 

. 

trllc I no proccodurf).:I would roqulre tcll,owinlll <'VOl')' 

.-\l\1ul.t, f'.,i parUc:lll f l ' OIll itl bllth (fro •• cure.) w1 th 

""tiltl oller9~ Itt) at t .. to to the enel of ita lite tille 

hl"t~I)'. 1'hi6 type ot ailftu14Uon would require hUf\dulda 

. 
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of cycl. tlllCHI to a~h,l.v. a final at.ady .tato condition . 

Inst.ad, we atart with an apprix~at.ly st.ady-at.te 

.yalem by qu.aslnq .n initial particl •• n.rgy di.tribu~ 

tion. Then w •• iMU1.t. tho .y.t .. by tracinq partiel •• 

• tartinq with enerqy eorre.pondinq to this input 

diatri)ution. Thi. i8 equivalent to ak1ppinq OV8r tho 

1n1tia1 transient ti~ cycl.s and qr •• tly reduce. the 

computation t1me .nd 1ncr ••••• the calcul.tion effici.ncy. 

2) The application of tho n~ativ.ly-corfelated varlates 

Cantithotlc vaflat •• ) t.chniquo qf •• tly reducoa 

at.tittleal. f1 uctuaUon. with • Il.1nilll.lll nuJ!lb.r of 

.1l1ulat1nq particl •• Caachin. particl.a). 

l) The introd\.tCtion of • we1CJt\Unq ach ... lind an artificial 

1,18111. of chance (u.1n9 we1,hted ero .... cUOtts) contri-

buted 50 .. r~uction in calculation t1 .. and r.aolv~d 

80" p'.~tical d1fficulti ••• 

4) Por the .yat •• with an applied .lectric frteld, tho 

.xaet formulatlon 'or a ~rabolic 11i9ht path WAft u •• d 

tQ .dv.nc~ tho particl •• in larqo, at.p. t~~n would have 

boen polllDl. u&1n9 tn .... 11-at.p linear .ppIOX1~.tion 

.~loy~ by MUlha and ltoh tel and ~l.o by Tho~ •• (9). 

'!'hU laprovC>1 the- .tficiency .~ociably. 

n 

Throuvhout tne entiro calculation, one baaic bal.nce 

4Iqu.UOI1 CIq. :\0) played. very i-.ortant role. It _rely 

Itat.~ that At at •• dy atate, the ~urc. ia balanced by 10 ••••• 
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8y meana of this equation, we predict th. nonlinear parameter 

values and pr~vide ~~ecks for convergence of the aolution . 

Tt>e ne~d for: large amounts of .toragll! aplOce for Monte 

C~rlo calculations no lon~er createa serious proble.a or 

drawbacks on w~dern 1~r~8 computer .yetema. such a. wa. tho 

ca •• aa recent aa seven or ten y.ars ago . In addition, 

techniquea exiat for further reduCing the atorage requir~-

.ent. In the presont study, WO sU9Qeet a technlque to 

eliminate •• jot atorage requirementa, and u.e only a s~all 

• .aunt of .tor.ge as a temporary buffer storage (d.scribed 

later) • 

In other types of nume rical aolutions, 0.9., in finite 

difference .oluti~n» of th9 d.ffuaion oqu.tion. the atep 

size ~t 18 r •• tr1ctod by stability requirements. However, 

in this pr esent mod 1, ~t i. only restricted by lhe de9reo 

lind .. mount of nc:mlin(!ilritlb5 preaent in the syste... This 

restrictIon is tar l~sB ~trinQQnt. 

It w •• noce.~~ry t o ~nlvft s.veral dlfflcultie. in th~ 

pro~ent aimul~t1on .tud~ 10 Older to provide practical 

.0111 tiona. We l4hcall de .. c: r j be the. itf'1Il by ite ... 

II Tho olactron ent""QY :\l$trtbuUon i. 'the qIoIantity of 

11'1_ )01' lnt.r~y.t. The ditterenee betw.en the lI&qnitud •• 

. 

o! ll H IIIIIXllIIUIII and !IIlnllllU", non-zero valu$8 1. of the 

order lC\~ . This iii d'J" t.o hi9h (jen.ity 1n the low-enerqy 

re9ion (th~rm . l ~n~rQY) and the relatively low den.tty 

. 

• 
• 

i 
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in the high-energy region (near the source energy).

It is unrealistic to hope to produce reasonable numbers

of particles in the low-.density (high-energy) region

and at the same time have 10  times as many in the low-
energy region. This problem is resolved by combining

the following techniques:

a) Russian Roulette and splitting.

b) Weight factors which produce fractional particles.

c) Logarithmic energy intervals. The number of particles

in each energy class interval AE  is directly propor-

tional to f(Ei )'hE i (f(Ei ): number density at Ei).

By using logarithmic energy intervals ., we have small

.intervals at low energy region and large intervals

at high energy so that the product f(Ei )-AEi assumes

a, practical magnitude.

2) The total number of simulating particles (machine

particles) NT is limited by the storage requirement and

the economy of the calculation (computing time is propor-

tional. to N T). lie have to set an upper limit (Nmax)

on the total, number of simulating particles in any time

cycle.. During each time cycle of duration At, Ns source

particles are introduced into the system, and N  secon-

dary particles are produced (by ionization). At the

same time N es particles escape from the system, and NAb

particles are lost due to recombination.

There are two conditions to be satisfied at all tames:
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a) Nc + N  + N s t NT 	 N m IF) x	 (67a)

y	
b) N Z 14 = Nea + NAB	 (67b)

where Nc : the number of census particles (background

particles).

9r

	 Condition a) insures that total number of particles
7	 in the system is always under the limit (Nnax). Condi-

tion b) indicates that a particle balance should by
1

h;	 satisfied at steady state.

In the program, there are two equivalent problems to

be considered. One is the balance of the machine

particles [corresponding to condition (a)], and the

other is the balance of simulated ;articles [weighted

particles, corresponding to condition (b)]. Both condi-

tions must be satisfied simultaneously. Condition (a)

allows a certain amount of leeway since the number of

particles that survive the intiegratipn cycle (tame cycle)

and hence require storage will be less than DI c + N Z + Ns.

Here N s is chosen to be an input number, the weights of

these particles are determined by the source rate. If

condition, (a', can not be met, N s is -taken to by

N s =Nmax - Nc - N Z -- JZr- 1
	

(68)

where JZ is the number of spatial zones. It has been

shown (12) that Equation 68 ;insures the stabilization of

census population without overly reducing the number of

source particles.
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3)

The proper selection of the energy dividing line

(EDI) for Russian Roulette and splitting can insure the

satisfaction of condition (b). Also as mentioned in

earlier chapters, the balance factor (EE) is used to

speed up convergence and force condition (b) to be

satisfied .sooner.

In any Monte Carlo calculation, finite samples are

used to estimate or simulate the behavior of a large

parent population. This is the main source of statistical

fluctuations (variance or uncertainty). in the present

simulating system, less than 5000 particles were used to

simulate approximately 10 
14 physical particles. This

creates the problem of matching the values of input and

estimated output quantities. Due to the huge scaling

factor (1014/5000), a small. amount of statistical fluctua-

tion or estimation error in the estimated value will be

amplified about 10 11 times. To avoid this, we use the
estimated (or equivalent) input quantities which carry

the same order of magnitude of statistical :fluctuation

and weight.

There are several reasons that make the logarithmic

energy scale: the logical choice for the group intervals

in the energy axis of phase space. These include:

a) the wide energy span (0 to 1500 eV)

b) 4h e relatively high number density at low energies

combined with a low rate and small amount of energy

1
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exchange due to collision processes. In the high-

energy region, the situation is just the opposite.

c) to produce reasonable number of particles in each

energy interval [for the reason mentioned in the first

section (II-B-1)]. The size and number of intervals

are mainly dictated by the range of data (energy

range in this case) and number of observations

available. Excessive fragmentation of the data

may produce many intervals with few occupants. On

the other hand., insufficient divisions may obscure

important dispersions. Thus an onti.mum member of

intervals will be a compromise between these extremes.

D. Future Extensions

The Monte Carlo methods are applicable to the most

widely diverse branches of computational mathematics includ-

ing particle physics (neutron transport for instance),

operations research problems such as the investigation of

servicing processes, modelling the processes of information

,transmission.in communication theory, the evaluation of

definite inte grals, the solution of partial differential.

equations (e.g. boundry--value problems); the solution

of systems of linear equations .- inversion of matrices, and

many other appl icat.ions. Problems handled by such methods

are in ge:ncral of two types, the probabil.i stic and the

deterministic, according to whether or not they are directly

concerned Erii.}t she behavior and outcome of random processes.
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Their basis lies in simulating statistical experiments by

means of computational techniques. Based on the underlying

principles described earlier, various variance reduction

techniques can be appli.:d. The present work serves as an

example and guide for using the important new techniques

such as correlated sampling.

1) The code developed can readily be used to calculate

electron energy distribution functions for other gaseous

media by merely changing -the cross sections input. The

model can also be modified to include the electron-

electron and electron-ion interactions although this

adds more nonlinearities into the system. This would

allow calculation for higher source rates and cases

when-, the fractional ionization is large,

2) 7,..s for the complex transport problems encountered in

areas such as plasmas physics and astrophysics, the

model and techni.ques^ can readily be extended to the

problems with mere complex geometry and/or boundry

conditions, with i_nhomogencot?s media and multi-dimensions.

Also many kinds of nonlinear features can be studied in

a realistic fashion.

3) More elaborate error checking and correction procedure

(based on the known physical phenomena or theoretical

formulati.or.$) such as the correction matrix used by

Berger (9) shoild be developed to treat the combined

effect of statistical fluctuations and other types of

.,
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uncertainties. This is essential for generating good

results for Monte Carlo calculation.

4) More elaborate algorithms or techniques for playing

the arti ficial games of chance by means of weighted

cross sections would be a good direction for future

research. This must be based on the investigator's

intuition and experience, but still it is a promising

approach for increasing the efficiency.

5) The present model and techniques can be also implemented

on smaller computer systems such as PDP-11 or other

similar systems where large amount of fast storage space

are not available, The following techniques could be

used to process the calculation without storing all the

particle data (namely Ei , ui , zi , Wt. i Vi ). At the

beginning of each time cycle, we generate a small number

(some reasonable amount,e-_ 100 for instance) of particles.

The corresponding particle data can be generated from

the initial. input distribution or from last time cycle.

After these ,articles have been processed, only the
accumulated information is stored. A new group of

particles come into the system by generating a new set

of data, based on the same distributions, which are

stored in -the same temporary storage space. The pre-

vious particle data is destroyed after they have been

processed. The same process is repeated until all the

necessary prespecified number of particles have been
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processed, and the new distributions are obtAainod, This

eliminates t.hr needs sity of storing all the particle

data at each t m" cynic, and thin e iminaten the largo

;hays that dema"d the major amounts of storage space.

Due to the random nature of the processing algorithms,

and the Markovian behavior of the time cycle process

(these time cycle processes acre a kind of Markov process),

this storage saving algorithm can accomplish the desired

results.

E. Concluding RCTnarks

In developing any Monte Carlo models and performing

calculations, as mentioncd in Chaptor V the 5ystcmatic error.5

and outright blunders must be detected and removed by

testing and comparing with known results.

The various variance reduction techniques are used to

incroase the relative computation efficiency, roduc,c irhor-

ent random errors or statistical. fluctuations. For bottPr

calculatiooal x0sul.t:s, morn samples are favorable even though

-not economic. in any Monte Carlo calculation there exiat s

a minimum number of samples below which the results or

statistics are no longer vaA id and dependable regardless

of the variance reduction schemes employed. In the other

words, variance reduction techniques help to reduce statistical

fluctuations, but they can not be used to remove all the

fluctuations caused by small. samples.
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The minimum namplo vine in, of couarve, problem dependont.

Where are no gofinite rules or formula for it, thun a east

and try mothod i p novenn ary until the calculated vazinnvo

in acceptable,,

Monte Carlo ealculaationn are parhapo bent In the prelim-

inary nt agoa where they hole to give a generol idea of the

aituatien W glve hints or feelings for trends. If more

accurate moultv are ntcanGary, Monte Carlo e;aleulationn

may not alwayn tae practical greed method. In any cono, the

Onto Carle method in an Spottant tool in the inforontial

anal ynin of the mathematical-physics problems, but it

chs old be vir?wed a p oupplomenting, rather than replacing,

analytic and rather numerical methods.

.
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0311	 'I92 CONTINUE	 `—
0312	 NTPN-NTP+NIZN-NES-NAS
0313	 NTPW n0---
0314	 ETOLLO.O
0315	 DO 14 kri,J'E
0316	 ETOLa ETOL +EE(MI
0317	 -- 14 NTPW-r17PW +NE-rW) -
0318	 EWTOLaETOL
0319	 NTBT—NTPN
0320	 DAVGO- DAVGONO
03x1	 - DAVS-(DAVGO*1000.1*+4TYp
03'L2 	 R9AVS-a3AVS+ DAYS
0323	 DTAVS-D'AVS +DAVS
0324	

r
D1Rg-}.0/D5AVS	 _-

0325	 - ANTPO r 1.0 /4TPW
-

0326	 NSTP- N5TP + NTPW •O.F7
0327	 NTP5yNTP5+ NTPN*DAVS --	 --
0328	 FJT PO-NTP
0329	 --- EWAVG-EWTOL*kNTPO
0310	 NSO-NS
0331	 N5wO-raSD•liN2 +0.5 	 -	 -- -
0332	 "TPWNTP+NIZN
0333	 NTNA:NTP
033b	 DAVG-DTOT*0.5/NTP
0335	 r EAVG- ETOTETOT/NTP -
0336	 pst;r aAV M Y
0337	 TwE-THE+aEG
0338	 T^- T165+Ok _ M

G IF $OURCF. PARTICLES SO(RSf< NE5 THEN iLIMIWATE i!-̂  HANY If ESfI7U ^CL^^H
0339NTPS-NTPW+ NWS +NASW
0340	 ^ NTWvNTPM +.S
0341	 _..4^!!lA ±I LRlII E AY G! _
0342	 DOES n DAVG«ND/SORT( EAVGI	 - - - -	 --	 - `--
0343	 -„8 •1.0
0344	 IF ([WNE5+WN4SI.GT.0.01^ 0Fu(WNIZN+SNIf(WNES++SaN Uf —
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FOR 	 IV G LEVEL I!1	 --	 gA3>!	 DATE * 72126	 3%302

0345	
_	

SF2n 1.0	
_...

0346	 [_^_1 ► T(}^:F,^^1_ F	 ^ fAt¢945	 _,
0347	 ESAVG-O.0

0349	 C-ASAVG -0.0
0350	 IF_#MVASNE.O}^F^4V^.ETASCIINAS __._.
0351	 -^ SWFG-SWF	 "^-
0352	 ^rY55±LN354 - SN Y^^GH7___
0353	 CSFI- CSFI +IETEP+ETAS+40.*ifN Mi/TMS"^--
0354 k.ZsRd^zLlQ*
0.155	 C5F2- CSF' a SF2*GAYS	 --
0356	 _	 F	 r,40 NT g 1,EQa01.Ah0.IN'.NE.O}I SF3.CSF2*DI SG
0337	 NGHTwSFI/SF3

0359	 IF INTP.GT.4,920} ANSMR 2~	- 	 ---
0360	 -- .- .-NS	 + I-_-
0361	 IF 1SN . GT.ANSW1 NSW.SN + C.S	

_	
^.--

0362 ,SO-NSW /SN
0363	

_	
NS-N5N*K2

0364
0345	 NMEW-WNwET 60 * !;
 __NEXHyIiNEXC a0. ^ Y^^_

0367	 WSVLEaMSVLEa KVALk.4 E*OkVS -
0366	 CEIER OCEIrF---'	 * Ave 	 ^_..
0369	 CETAS"CETC : +ETAS*OAVS
0370	 _t15 IEaLN3IYthN18Na0AV	 _-_^ .- -- - --
0371	 CNES +CNES + WNES*DkVS-
0372	 __LNASwLNAS+IIN R k	 ^^	 - __

0373	 CNNET-CNKET+IINMETsOAVS
0374__. S.^IEX^^ 	 + MEXC+GAYS
0375	 CFSAVGwCESAVG+ ESAVG&DAVS	 -

0377	 CLOSS; CLOSS+IWNIYN-WNESI*OAVS/JTMS*SF31
0378	 _-.JLYS.E1J15^1^LSa	 _^_.	 _^
0379	 NSAVI:T+CN5Sd013G 1-045
O3 @0	 NLZLF1GwCN51 Y^ I ^„ ^Q^,^_,^
0391	 ANIYYG+LN51Y*OI5G

0303	 AE'tEP nC£TEP/OTAYS
0304	 AkIA"n ETAS/010-5-
0305	 IF IANILVG.NE.01 WVLE2.IEO*ANSV.(-AEIEP-AETASIIANIZVG
03Rd	 _,^^L^1.45"s'^IiS 5p0I5G -, _ __
0387	 ANES-C{10S/DTAVS
033E	 AFLASlIASLlTAYS __. 	 ___	 `---
0389	 AESAYG•CESAVG*0I5G	 - -----
0390	 AEA-cCxzLEA.Srl!!W2G- ---
0391	 ANMET"rNmCT*0T5G
0392 	 .^̂ N-EXC-1CNEXC¢O-I3G
0393	 ANS-ANES+ ANAS -ANIZVG
0394
0395	 IF IWNIIN .NC.0.01 WVAL1lEw {SN*EO*WCHT-ETEP- ETASUMNIN
4396	 - _L.E_i &LZ-VPA..NE-n3 _- gYtytAAIS*^4_AETEE^l4ETAS.91e1iE151^
0397	 IF (NS.GE.1} TMS-0.0
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FORTRAN IV G LEVEL	 n 

0398NET-NES*NAI
0399	 CALL SOURCEINS"NTP!
0400	 IF INET.GT.01 CALLFILHOL N_"ESq
0401	 90 N1ZNT= NIZNT +NIZN
0402	 IF INUP .GT.01 CALL SEPROC NT , K31
0403	 IF jNONR.GT.O! CALL RRPROCINTP K!1
0404	 NAS	 +N

C INTRODUCE THE SOURCE PARTICLES FOR THE NEXT CYCLE
C tvEitY FIFTH CYCLE RENORMALIZE NION ANO OU U	 N
C RENORMALIZATION PROCESS OF NION

0405	 ANSTP= 1.0 N'STP
0406	 ANTP5=DSAVS/NTP5
04D7 	 N	 N=
0408	 1DO 16 14n 1.JZ
0409	 CNREZIMIn CNREZIMI + NR M1*V
0410	 I6CE_ZIMI n CEZIMI + EZIMI*DAVS_
0411	 DO 18 Mn l,JZ
0412	 _	 FNREZINI nNREZIMIsANTPD
0413	 ^18 EIIMI= EZIMI/ NREZIMF
0414 	 SUMNE nO.0
6"15	 00	 193 Mn 1 ► J
0416	 SUMNEn SUMNE + NE { MI
0417	 µ TNEIMI- TNEiK1 T NEIMI/EDEIMI
0418	 193 FNEIMI nNEIMI*ANTPO/EDEIMI
0419	 EAV3=0.
0420	 00 1755 M=1r JE
0421	 EAV3n EGINJ*FNEIM MOEiMI ~EAV3
0422	 1755 

-
CNE M_ TNEIKI*AN'STP

0423	 — -CNIONnCKUPOP*2.0*A1KT/SORTIAKT*PII -_
0424	 ANIONn0.0
0425	 AN102=0.0
0426	 00 20 Mn 1, E
0427	 AN102n ANIOZ + FM1iEGIMI,CNE1M11*EDEtM l
0428	 AN19N= ANION + FMIIEGIMI.FNEIMII*EDEIMI
0429	 20 CONTINU	 -	 ^	 `^^^_^'"_" `F. 
0430	 _	 DNIONn ANION*CNION
0431	 DNIO2nANIQ2*CNI0N
0432	 _ C40-ALLOSS
0433	 IF IALOSS.LT.0.01 CJD n 0.0 -
0434	 IF IABSICJDj.GT.110.*SOI CJO=L10ra50
0435	 TNfON nA551S0+CJD1/ONION-"
0436 	 TN102 n ABS(S0+C401/ONIO2
043 7	 TNIO2=SGRTITNIO21
0438	 TN IO =SORTITNIDNI _..____
0439	 CNIO2 nCNIO2 + TN1020DAVS	

_	
`-

0440	 ANIOS nCNIO2tOE5'u
0441	 _ WF n 1.0

-

0442	 _	 IF IANES+ANAS.NE.0.1 IIF n 4ANIZVG+ANSV$)/IANES+ANASI
0443	 IF iMODINT,NPM1.NEc01 GO TO 1790
0444	 I9I^N n AH1OS _	 ___	 _
0445	 IF i1MF* GT40.0051.AND.IMF.LT. 260.11 NIOIinANIO W16 *WN6F
0446	 k73Q CONTINUE
0447	 DAVT nDAVG*ND

M
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FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 18	
_	

MAIN	 DATE • T2126	 05/31%02

0446	 -	 ALPH4-MHILN/(NTPi1*0AVT1
0449	 IN^^M-_N_I9ritQ. ]3]3l /QEF^
0450	 1785 FORMAT('0't'ANION n °.E13. 4, 3X,'ONION•', E13.4t3Xo'TNIONe' , E13.4,3)(*^—

- -_XJ,I.P "	 1 T n i.4X . ' LEAK+! sE13._4911
0451	 WRITE(691T851 ANiONt ON102, TNIO2, ALPHA. ALOSS
0452	 __ WRI Tt6.1 11 E0. PDPO. Of D TZo OEG• NOPM
0453	 171 FORMAT('1','GASI HE',2X.°SOURCE EMERGy1',F9.0,3X,'PRESSUREC'tF4.09

!jlRf^ ►^^!(y^ A^.^►}l^iltl ,^,^t^.F4.1.° CM°.' OXt°.F4.1 t ' CM°L%,'DELI
X-',E12.5,3x,'iPROC-',I2,/ 1 	 -

0454	 _NPLU14-0.401 NT °. TME. t N4 1N&I — ---
0455	 180 FORMAT!' ','NUMBER ui• TIME CYCLES+'0 60X,'TIME •', E12.5,' SEC's

13 t 'gENCRATEO SOURCE PART -', 15.3X, 'MUTED / OF SOURCE PART.+',
115 1

0456	 -lQ1LEl ."011 DAY-T y QCF.f11*EAYG,EIIAYG. EAY3_	 _
0457	 t805 FORMAT(° 'o'DAVG - I ,FIZ.5o3Xq 'OCEN -',F12.5,3X,'OYEKALL EAVGmtf

I F 10.5.31C. !.xGY£Q_- 	 • 't^iSts' ,^	 °.IEAY9_CHECKoI,F10.5,/1
0458	 WR1TE1691811
0451	 181 FaRHAT1' It 1X 'NUMACO, RIS RIBUTION' , 2X, ► FLUX DENSITY1,4X, ' AVERAGE

IE ENERGY'0Xt'CUMULATEO M C;STR n 0X.'ENERGY INTERVAL 9 92X ° 'CUK FLUX
_. __^.xDa_N^. 4x^'_k.R. ►̂L:.QF..Y.IAIiQH!a.L,l._._____.____^..__ 	 - -- -

0460	 CF,SU9-D.0
0461	 _.l2CL 281_ M •] u. .+f L,. _.__.._	 --.
0462	 CESUM-CESUM a CNE(MI*EDE(M)
0463	 ----IP [NE(Ki.GT.Oi OE6YS:^*ESS f,J-EEiMi/NEfKI
0464	 IF [NE(MI.L£.01 DEAVG•O.0
0463	 LfLi(F.l1L(^EQ^91 .MY4,!9°_
0466	 FNOV•C.NE(M) -FNE(MI
0467	 YF -_W& LEf_L )*__ JY_ - . _ _ - _- ---	 -
0468	 FLX1-FNE1M1*YFE^`--
0469	 FLX2-CN,1 1p^*VFF

0470	 IF (NE(Mi.EQ,01 GO TO 281
0471	 lEil.lMsQ.1l.xltl113aLQEL1YlrateTsRYQllldLsll.►lLIGz:.9N0.4DEAVG. LT.0..D 11_ -

X) ONAVG--oEa^G*FNE(M1*o.S/EDEIMf
0 4 72	 _Jf-112Uv.GsLIa(in4.La-AK9^llKil^el.E4.l. .).-.S1^AYSt'.: 	 Y +̂ f FN M o l1-FNE(M -

Xi1/(EG(Mr11-EG(M41
0473	 PF i[O AVG.	 n.t . ANt.(M . GT+111 ONAVGn OfAVG*( FNE(M)FtJEIM-j IL,/IEG(

XMI-EG(M-111
0474	 2dLJdUTE1.tr _UZ1.. KAMEiHd°FLx1aE i^1lSJ1ESMlsEO L! [1^ I.X _L St YSI
0475	 182 FORMAYI' ' , I3,£l 2a S,5X , El2.4, SX, F12 . 69SX9 EI2. 5 ,6X. F12 ► 6°4Yi,EI2

0476	 OET•ODEG/ETV
0477.	 _.	 MR1TF1h , 1H3LhTPP, N5T?_N,N1Pw sDET. Zaj Q1__Nf&
0478	 183 FORMATI' ',//t3X t 'T0T4L A OF PARTICLES PROCESSED n ',1'9,SX,'CUKUL4 ..

_1E0_A_l1F PARTICLES *!, L10v . 3Xjt.. '1<M0 , -MT1..A _W _PART 1 l,E '°a F .3 •3t/.Ic.
X t NEW DT+' f ,E12.5o4X,'0LG OAVG - 4 ,F12.5*4X,'ti OF COLLISI[1NS•',15,111

0479	 3tRILU .6 n LVI
0480	 187 FORMAT(° t	 ,1X, 'LONE NUMBER', ']X, 1 AVER4GE EhAGY O ,S W NUMBER 0

.._ I E	 ' (21 He	 AVG .N RGY'.3X,
1 1 ZONE R DENSITY',il

0481	 A0 2B2.. Xh• Ls 1L.
0482	 ANZ•CNRFZ1MI*AN5TP+0I5G
0483	 FC22TIM1WCARUAN.J
0484	 262 WRITE(691841 M, EZ(MI # NREZ(141t AN% t PCZ.PNREZ(1(1
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FORTRAN IV G LEVEL Ti	 m ^ATFI ------- 	 D -^	 - Ormi1ffT -

0485 _^ ^^ii^^[^ri , ^ r	 « r , . ,	 P	 • ^ 1 . ^ r

0486	 WRITE16,IFl NION,WM N P N INr AN V elt
XANASr NTPt__K1t-xzt.,KtRF

MB	
,

0487	 185 FOAR	
i1

	

AT('O', ► NUER'OF —POSITIVE	 R	 ^dA `W
l I ONS OCCURF. D n P «F9 . 3. i1(. r ACTUAL /n P r l $ 311 « I CUMULAT 1 YE AVG+' « FlO. 3.
M' s 0 57 R
X AVGn 'PF9 . 2o1 /9 9 E OF ASSORTED PARTIC n P .E12.4«3x. r ACTUAL /r«oI'S.)X
lf, ^CUMULATIYE mil".•' ^Fq. x9 	 twr-
XE n ',IS,//,' K L n ',12, 3X,'K20!P12,_4X,' BALANCE 	 FACTOR WF n ',
XF10.5.3K0 -002+', F10.3, %1

0488	 WRITEI6 1881 E01. NT M. NO KELC
0489	 ^T88	 n P	 • r /	 ,

X,'TH CYCLE CHANGE N_+'.//E! T104E _INTERVAL MULTIPLY FACTORl,F9.4,
X3X 'ELASTIC XSEC / BY 12,/I	 —

0490	 _. NOR.NON—FiDN/K3_
0491	 NRITE(6,186j NSO, NSW AHSVI:,NDR^YkS ,WNM ,AH 	 ,WN K + ^1i1^T^

XWGHT
0492	 l86 FORMATI' I t 	 ' SOURCE PARTICLES GENEAArE0 ULU + .	 ,

_1 4 _SOURCE PARTICLES IWEIGHTEDI IN THE NEW CYCLE w 8 P 1 10 9 39_9 'CUMULAT
XI E AVG•',F10.3,I/

OF_PARY(CLES KILLED_ OFF IN RR PRDC•',110r1/,
l' i OF SUPER EI.AST[C L04 .L1S(ON^.4^^_ ^ ^"^'^^`—"

' 0 OF EXCITATIONS TO META STABLE LEVEL n '
X.FIO.49 3X, *CUMULATIVE AYG n ', F9m3t
i	 //T' E_EIF EXCTTATIONS TO OTHER LEVELS n '010.4,
X4X, 'CUMULATIVE AYG n 4,F9.2,//,' / OF PIRTI ` Lf5 CR05T vlR"Y0 FII&H -
Xk"jRG Y jgG10 N NUPf',1 15 4t4Xq$OVE RALL WT n ',E12.4_t/ I

0493	 WRITE(691951 EF, EOP, POPO ,SF1, SF2 9 SF3
0494

	

	 _ 195 FORMAT 1' E-FLELO n '. F9.2.'V/CM' 4X 'E/Pn ' F9.2,4% P/PO +',F7.1.
X3X, 'SF1 n ', EL2.413XI 'SF2 n ',E12.4,3X, 'SF3 n ', E1 .4r

0495	 WRI TE(6.1701 SO PWVC,SWFO,WVALUE, WVLE1r WVLE 2,fSAVG, AESAVGPEASAVG,

0496	 170 FORMAT(' SOURCE RATE !',E11.3,' PER SEC_',4X,'W-VALUEILOCAL W,_
XFIO«3, BX, O SOURCE RED.FACT u ',E13.4,//.' W-VALUE n ',

_, XF10.3,4X.'CUM AVG WV1 n ' F9.3 3X 'CUM AVG WV2+1,F9.3.
I	 //.' AVERAGE ENERGY DF ESCAPED PARTICLES-doF12.50GOCUMIX AT

_ „ X-M - A 0.n! FAs 4r//,' AVERAGE ENERGY OF ASSORPED PARTICLESr',F12.3,
X3X, 'CUMULATIVE AVG+',F11.4 9 / I

0497	 CKFN E—SS UMN •ANTPO 	 __
0498	 WRITEt6.1891CKFNE, CESUM, TN10N, TNIO2 	 - --
0499 	 -_,_189 FORMAT(' '.!THE SN / CHECK n 6 .F12.4 1 3Xo'THE CN 4 CHECK n ',F12.4,//,

1' CALCULATED N+ USE F + ',E14.6,3X,'CALC. Nt US 	 N s ', 4.6, ,

	

XT.IF	 - 1 vEl 4p 6 jil l
0500	 IF ISMOD(NT,51.NE.0I.OR,(MOUINT9101.E0.011 GO TO 3
0501	 VAL E191 CAV G._._DAYgj,_T-ME L I U # NT, NTP, NION.DOEG, NSW,SWF. E, U
0502	 WRITE19) I, WT ,AN*V;4, S"
0503 ._	 _ ^ _ ENOFILE 9
0504	 REWIND 9
0505	 3 CONTINUE
0506	 IF IMODINT.LOI.NE .01 GO TO 4
0507	 ._- WRITE(I J-E90,P_ 0-AVG, IMEL NTW, NT, -NT P }__NIOl1. DDEG. NSW,SWF, E, U
0508	 WRITE(101 I. WT ,ANIOS, SF3

c^
y
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FORTRAN IV G LEVEL	 16	 MAIN	 DATE	 72121	 05 31/02

0504 ENDFILE 10
0510 _	 R914t D 19
0511 4 CONTINUE
0512 _	 IF 1MOO1Nj & NCUN1 NE.01	 GO	 TO	 iii
0513 NSTP+O
0514.... _ l[Ti^3+0

0515 D% AV S+ 0. 0
0516 __.	 MAST+o
0517 NIINT+O
0518 __	 M VLE+O.0

0519 CN51I+0.0
0320	 ., CNS5+0.0

p 0521 CNMET+0.0
0522 rmrxc=o. 0
0523 CESAVG+0.0

s 0524 CEASG+O.O
t 0525 CSF2+0.0

. 0526__.. C10SS+0. O
0527 CNIO2n0.0
0529 CSF1+	 0
0529 00	 54	 Mn 1,Ji
0530. MAEI[MI n010
0531. 134 CEIIMI n0.0
Mu-- e0	 95	 M.1.JF
0533 TNEIMI n0.
0534 CNE[_M1+0.0
005 CNES-O&O
0536 CN►S+e.O
0537 OTAVS+O.O
053.6	 _. tFTEP.O.O
0539 CETAS•0.0
0540 _	 IF I NMI NT.10 6 ME. 01	 G{1	 ^Q
0541 6666 CONTINUE
0542 _	 MT+ N	 + 1
0543 DO	 56	 M+1sS00
Q54-4- ._ oliN[M1+0.0

0545 IESIMI+O
' 0545
j 0547 56 IASIMI+O
r 054 E. nn	 st	 Nul.so

0549 1[SEINI n O.O41

USIA	 _ S1 FSE[NY.^^_

 ^ 0551 I n i
C.. RE1tiIT IA I ̂t	 THE flu	 , UAUIIXM

0552
0553 _	

DD	 52	 M+ls JE
E	 [	 1.0.

0554 52 NEIMI+ 0.0
i 0555	 _ -- _. nn	 53	 w;l . jt

0556 NREIIMI n 0.0
0557 ___. ^Z+wti nO.e	 __

0559 00	 53	 N+1rJE

` 0559
_'	

ltE	 [N.Hl+o.O
0560 53 NEIIN*MId0.0

6i
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0562	 N12ZN n0
0363	 f^ lin
0564_ NE5a0
0565	 _ RISE-O
0566	 NCOL nO
0567	 NASSO
0568	 NASM1+0
0569
0576	 NIwEf ^0
05 TI	

_..._N X

0572WNErS•0.0
0573 .
	 .^ 

QN1 3.1j.—r
0574	 WNE XC.0.0
0575	 _ —MNILk n Oa0	 _	 __n T

0573	 MAf14ET n 0 .0
0527	 111^SE^O.Q	

tr_,^ .___ ^_-

0574	 ETA5+0.0
0574	 ETEo
0500	 ETOToO.0
0561	 Nid nnd - 
0582	 NUPoD
0503	 NONma
3504	 NONRRB
0565 	 EN1 n 111EVe	 5^"`^"'""
0586	 CALL	 +AN3iNE11NIV1
0°67	 µHiYlf [ be721	

_ _. 

0508	 1F I MT. LE:.N%I — GO _10- 7777___
0589	 9994 STOP
0590DFaUG SUM4K
0541	

...^ _.. ,	 ._._.^



FORTRAN IV G LV^(^	 TE `TAY16 	 05731102
x

0001	 —	 U	 --	 --•-
0002	 _ COMMON / AREA4 1 C'ONST , DE LZ# ELT# IE # U ll p 012. 013 9DELIW

0003	 IF (E^LT.04001 GO TO 11
0004_	 !F iE.GT,1S9.1333 1 GO TI) 13
0003	 12NDEXE- S+IALOM E1 000NS ♦4.01";0
0008	 _	 RETURN
0007	 1i !NO X^ • +'M^^'+
0008	 R ETURN
0009	 13 INDEKE-36+1 LOOP ^•L`iia^T=fi.^3^^'
0010	 RETURN
0011

Lu

138

c^
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FORTWhN IV	 L LLVFL IN	 SnRLE2	 DATE n 	 7?.126

':t'1 SUBAOUTINE	 SnPCE2(NSD ► 	 FAVG,	 NTW 'VPN,	 Flnl
000 V'LAL	 N11451 ► FI(11501	 ,WI195)
•^^^ C.rIMM:1'I	 I).	 rISIC .)I,IISIo r' I,	 U(5I n01	 ► I AS( 5*6It IAN 46 s r" 1 , riftM,IItS(cv:l

A,KTI51001 ,SWF
JJJ4 C:IM'+14	 IAREA21	 CI,+QUO,E1rFIS,SF,ANEAMtPOPC,QI ► t•CiNI(IN,JF.J2 ► NASWI ►

I'tSFw	 .AKT.	 AIKT	 , A41 	 ,Al FCls El)I v PD MU5 t 	 P72G,XI,	 N2.	 Ki,	 W42,E'O?,CO3
O^IJS COMMaN	 /AS/	 EGISS 1,	 EOL1551 9 	E1I1)(55)
^'n Fvllrl+	 EYPt- E" Aln TI°50bT1E1 n AMI
'T FK2(FI.AA:F

00.1N fy3(FI n EXPt-o-+A1KTI*SQRT(EI	 *AMI:1 
0k11_	 NU S',	 NION

Oulu h04 FUR M ATI O 	 4 ,F12+6,3X,	 13,	 3X,	 E12. 4, 	 2X,	 F12. hr2>S, *12.!i,31,E12	 41
r'll n+5 F114 1IATt'	 1 , I 11 p ',13,3X ► $ EDI n I t F9.3,	 1 >t,'NSDp' ► IRr3x, ' K1 n ^,

114,TX,'K2%$jIR, //,' 	INITIAL	 UI5TRt9lM tlM*v//,'	 0	 OF	 PTS' ► ?X,'IN% X
l',SX,	 it	 "ENSITY',4X, + AV1i	 ENERGYtr6X.'OFL-E'.aX. ' wFIGHT, t /I

1'	 12 6'h FOR 14 ATI'	 ', ° HS1+	 ,I5, ?Tl ► ' N52 n 	,I5e31l , ^liS^lr^ ► 15.3Kv^HTMo^.I5,3%.
X'NT4K ALC1 n ',15,//1

60 T FORMAT('	 E A VG n ',	 F12.5,3X,' ,fGHTFO EAVG n 't F12.5j//1
r,^}L AA-? 0vPM•SORTIr'N/PI)°FXPl-P4)
0015 J1°INnEXCIEnI••0.5)
C^ It J2•J141
0017 ISUM n 0
".'1H WRITE(P-.F"FI	 J1,	 Enl.t'Sr),	 K I a	 K2
0019 no	 1:^	 1.19J1
0020 rNI	 •FIO(I)*FDE ( 11°NTw/K1
6 11 ?1 Nit II.1}N1
du22 wI111.1.0
b0?3 IT	 (F1Dtfl.it.C.°7	 GC	 TO	 112
C^24 IF	 (0NI.GT.2:O.I	 NI111.200
vL`25 1F	 104I. r•,T.2o0.1	 ,rT111-DNI)ZOO.
CC 2 e IF	 10%1.L7.1^1	 NI(11^1:
0027 ?F	 (UNT.0.121	 ►II II} nC1NI/12.0
0029 112 VAITE(o,634)	 NI(Il,	 I t 	FIDIIIsEG(3f,	 EDEIII,WMI
0C 29 171 ISUM+ISUM4,	N11I1
0030 J5Utk+0
0[31 00	 20"	 I n J2,	 JF
0012 ONI	 - F10((1•f0EIII A NIU,K1
0033 NI1II NON I
0r34 wltll n 1.n
0035 IF	 (FIOIII.LE.4.01	 F,0 	TO	 202
00+6 1F	 ION1.GT	 I	 N1(11.2?'0
0037 IF	 (ONI.GT, ZOO, I	 WIIII.DNI1200,
0038 If	 (ONI.0612)	 NI111.12
ou39 IF	 IDNI.0.121	 WItIInONI/12.!'
0040 202 1+R1TE16r6041	 NI( fl,	 I t	 FIOIIIeEi;tjl * 	 FOFIII,	 W1111
OC41 2U JSUH w 	JSUH	 #	 N1 (11
0042 HSUM n 1SUM•.1%'m
0043 NT"2-IStJM*Kl sJSUMsWN2 a0.5
0044 wAjTE(b.6P&;	 TSUK#	 =SUM,	 NSIIM * 	 NIW I	NT1d2
0045 NTWKNTw2
0046 IE n 1
OC4T EAG+t'.4
0046 00	 300	 I*:,	 JL-
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Sf7RCE2	 DATE. - 72126	 05/31/02

R

1304 0 IF	 iNI911.LT.11	 GO	 TO	 300
Co 5C J1-NI111	 +IC	 -1
0051 00	 301	 J- IE.	 J I t	 2
0052 9I0RAN3Z(^1
UC5? R2-1.0-91
0054 EIJ)-	 ERD(II	 +	 EDE(1I•RI
0 55 E(J+11-	 FROM	 + FnE(II4R2
0056 wTIJ)-4((II
0057 wTIJ+11-Wi(l)
OCSA EAG	 -EAG	 +	 FIJI	 +E(J+ZI
0054 IFl IMUO( (JI- IF) ► 7I.EQ.0I.ANO.IJ.GE .Jil1	 EAG-FAG-E(J+il
C^6 r 3^1 CONTINUE
0061 IE:-IE+NI(I1
0052 300 CDNTINUE
OC6 3 NSf7-'ISUM
0064 EAVG-EAG/NSO
0065 12-NSI7
0066 'cTw-9.9
0067 00	 400	 I n 1.NSO
0068 IF	 (E{I).LE.EDII	 WM I-K1	 •MTIII
0009 IF	 IEIII.GT.ED11	 HTlfl-MNZ*WTI11
DO70 IF M1 1.LE.O.CI	 E11)-Elf-11
OC71 FTWmFTk +	 E(II*1(TI11
0072 400 CONTINUE
0073 EMAVG-ETW/NTNZ
0074 MRITE16t6071	 EAVG9 EWAVG
0075 QDZ-D+0.25
0076 1-1
0077 101 RZ-RAN3Z101
0078 RU-RAN3Z(0)
0079 ZIII n D-RZ
0080 U(1)6260+RU -190
0081 I-	 I+	 1
0082 102 Z1I1-0*RZ
0083 Ulll n 1.0- 2.0*RU
0084 1.s	 3t..	 .	 ....	 -	 .
0085 103 Z(1)-D+11.0–QZI
0086 U(I). 2.D*RZ-I.n
0087 I-	 I	 +1
0088 104 Z(l) nD*(1.0-RZ)
0089 Ull)-	 I.-24*RZ
0090 1- .1t..1
0091 IFI(12 -1-3).GE.01	 GO	 TO	 101
0092 IF	 (12.LT.11	 GO	 TO	 105
0093 RZ-RAN3Z(0)
0094 RU-A.AN3Z101
0095 IF(112 -1).EQ.21	 GO	 TO	 102
0096 IEIUZ.=Ll.E6.11.. .GO	 .TA	 .193—
0097 IFI( 12	 -11.+0,-01	 GO	 TU	 104
0098 105 FLETUAII-
0099 ENR

r

ilEE	
,{
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FORTRAN IV	 G LFV'L 18	 SOURCE	 DATE n 72126	 05/31/02

O r h l SUBROUTINE	 SOUPCEINS,NTPI
0002 COMMON I1,	 E151001,I151001t	 UI51001	 ,IAS(S001,IRRI8501,NRR,i[516001

x,NT1510('}e5ldF
0::13 COMMON! /AREA2/	 C1,4UO,EI,EIS,SF,ANEAM,POPO,PI,EO,NION,JE,JZ,,4ASW1,

1NSEw	 ,AKT,	 AIKT	 .AML	 ,AMi,19E01,P0MU0,	 P0269419	 K2, KI,	 MN2,E02,E03
0074 IiEAL	 MUO,	 NInN

C SOURCE PARTICLE PARAMETERS GENERATING*I'iIOCEOURE
C	 I1: THE	 INITIAL	 INDEX VALUE FOR THE SOURCE PARTICLE

0005 I-NTP•l
0006 DO	 100	 K-1i	 NS,	 2
0007 EIII-EO
0005 RZ-RAN31101
0009 RU nRAN3ZICI
0C10 ZII1.O*RZ
0011 UIII-RU+RU-1.0
O-112 wTll1-wN2/SwF
0013 IF	 (INS—K).LE43i	 GO	 TO	 100
0014 Ell+11 n EC
0015 ZI1+11 n RZ+O
0016 U(1+11--U1I1
OC1T wTII+11-kN21SMF
0018 1.1+2
0019 100 CONTINUE
0020 NTPnNTP+NS
0021 105 RETURN	 ^-
0022 END
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C WHENEVER TNfi+E ARE MORE HOLES THAN  SI! ACE -PARTd 'CLES^- FILL TN THE EXTRA HOLES N

C WITH PARTICLES AT THE END
0001	 SUBROUTINE	 FILHOLINTP, NES• NASI

0002	 COMMON D t E151001.zI510019 UIS10O1 jIAS{S001gIRR(85OlvNKRpIES1600)
X.WT151h01@SWF

0003	 K n NTP
0004	 IF 1NES.LE.01 GO TO 103
0005	 00 100 I n lr NES
00017	 J n IES M
0007 	 EIJIA E1KI
00011	 zIJ1 n 110
0004	 U1JI,i UIKI
0010	 WTUJ -WTIKI
001L	 L00 K n K-1
OOL2	 NTPn NTP—NES
0013	 105 IF (NAS.LE.0) RETURN
OOL4	 K-NTP
0015	 00 300 I n 1pNAS
0016	 Jn I45d.11
0017	 EIJ1 n EIKI
0018	 Z1J1 n ZIK1
0019	 U1J1 nU1K1
0020	 WTIJI n wT(K)
0021	 300 It n K—L

0022	 NTP n ti1P—NA5-
0023	 200 RETURN
0024	 END
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FORTRAN IV G LEVEL LS	 RRPROC	 DATE n 72126	 05/31/02

	

OOOL	 SURROUfINE RRPR0C(NTP,K31

	

0002	 COMMON D, F151001.Z131001i U(51A01 ,iRS(Sfl01^IRR1SS0itNKR,1Ei(60!~1
X,WT151001,5MF

	

0003	 CON14ON /,16 / E 5f 1501 , NUP i NDNR, NON, MSE ( 501,

	

0004	 NRn NDNR

	

0005	 K nNTP

	

0'1 6	 IF IK3. L E.11	 RETURN	 -•^

	

0007	 IOU CONTINUE

	

0009	 I n IRRINRI

	

0009	 flli•EM

	

0010	 U(II nU(K1

	

On II	 Z(1) n Z(K)

	

0012	 WT(II n WT(K)

	

0013	 K nK-1

	

0014	 200 NII*NR-1

	

0015	 IF INR.GT.01 GO TO 100

	

0016	 NTP n K+1

	

0017	 300 RETURN

	

p01H	 END
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FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 14 	 ALDA	 DATE - 72126	 OS/3l/02

	

0001	 FUNCTION ALOM E 1
	CIO02	 COMMON /AREA2/ CliMUO@EItEISiSFP&NEAMtPDPOtPloEOtNIONtJEtJLtNASWIt

1NSEW tAKTt AIKT tAMI @AMCl,ED1;P0AU0 t P02lvXlt K29 K3 t WN2vFD2tE0

	

0003	 COMMON /AREA3/ XSEL#XELC@XRCBPXMETtXEXCtXIONtXTOLtKELC

	

0004	 REAL MUOt NION

	

0005	 WELC=l.O/KELC

	

000b	 IF 1 E- LE.3. 1 x[LC-2'3.0+POPO—^'--^ —"--

	

0007	 IFIIE.GT.5.I.AND.iE.LE.19.811 XELC-23.0+PDP0*SORTIS./El

	

00014	 IF (E.GT.19.81 XELC-E)(P(-0.02sF)+16.76*POr')

	

0009	 XELC-XELC*WELC

	

0010	 IF IE.LE.ED3 1 GO TO 5001

	

OC11	 4001 AEl- O.Z'S +IE 	 — 19.801**2

	

0012	 xMET = "o:io9*f€ '- -1h.5oT7AT'f 5-.nTl-
	0413	 XMET-XMET*POPO

	

0014	 E19- E - 21.4

	

0015	 AE2w 1850. + E19**2

	

0016	 XEXC- 68.80*E19*PDP0/AE2

	

0017	 IF 1E.LT.21.41 XEXC-0.0
1'.

	

0018	 E24- E - E— ..... 
	 —._ ._... ..,

	

0019	 AE3- 4900. + E24**2

	

0020	 XION- 172.+F24/AE3

	

0021	 XION-XION*PDPO

	

0022	 IF (E.LT.24.461 XIONn O.0

	

0023	 XTOLn XMET +XEXC +XION +XELC

	

0024	 -^XRG8-0.0	 --^

	

0025	 XSEL-O.O

	

0026	 GO TO ''6061

	

0027	 5001 BE1-0.250+ (E-19.81**2

	

0028	 XSEL-0,109*(L9.8 -E	 1/8E1	 ^«

	

0029	 XSEL=XSEL*PDPO*ANEAM

	

0030	 %RCB- POMUO*NION/SGRTiEI

	

0031	 XION_nO.0

	

0032	 xI:XC-0.0

	

0033	 XMET-0.0	 _

	

0034	 XTOL- XSEL +XELC +)(RCB

	

0035	 6001 ALDA-1.0/XTOL

	

0036	 RETURN

	

0037	 END_,_,,,_
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0001	 SUBROUTINE	 COLPRO11, f]C.I:N, -NTIOT1Y0 " NbSTo 'x i *f * - '
0002	 COMMON: G, E151001 9 I(5100)M Q;*ApRI . TTASi3C0) , 3RR18r301 , YI1ROUS1600)

XrhT(5t001,SkF
0003	 COMMON /AREAL/ NIIN, NOIN, NA59' . OIIN(500)vNSEv (1NET 9 NEXC, EYAS ,

XkNMET, kNEXC., WNTIN, ELS , MENAS Pk(1SE
0004	 COMMON /AREA2/ C1,KU0,E1 EIS SF ANEAK P_OPDgPI@EQtNION*JEsJZ,NAtWlo

1NSEw rAKTr . ATKT , AM! 1' AN4^Iao, 9lJpv P02byK^- ; , Krf_
 
*QN,2i,t^52rtot'

0005	 C[W MON /ARE43/ ISEL,XELC,XRCB,XMET#XEXC,XION*XTOL,KELC
0006	 COMMON /A6/ ESE.50) , NUP ,NDARrypN, k95E(90)
0007	 DIMENSION PX14)
0008	 FM31E1 n EXP(-E*AIK1')„SORT(E)*AMCI
0009 	REAL MUO_% _NION

C OEC IDE WHICM KIND OP COLLISION
0010	 XTI =ALOAIEM )
0711	 IF (EM * LFuED3 ) GO YO 506

C, ENERGY REGION 1 19.QEV TO 1 KEY_
0012	 4U ')O PMET n XME:T*XTI
001.?	 PEXCu XEXC*XTI
001.4	 PION X10N-iXTT
0015	 PELC:XFLC^XTI
0016	 PX(11= PEXC
0017	 2X121- PEXC +PMET
0018	 2X(3): PX(2) +PION
0019	 ]An3
0020	 DO 45 -IXwl,3 - -	 -----

0021	 45 1F(AIP.GT.PK (,XI) IP=IX41
0022	 00 TO ih015,4013,4019,40111, SP
G023	 4011 R1*RAN3E10
0024	 I11I1= 2.0*A1 -1.0	

---- _....__.....

0025
C INELASTIC COLLISION PROCESS EXCITE f-0-META S ABLE .TATS - -
C EXCITATION TO_ME;TA53aI§ lE -LEVEL --

0026	 4013 kNKE:T= WHKET +kT(x!
0027	 E-U.)n E l  	7 k9t.40	 -	 -
0028	 IF (EIII.LE.n . 02 RETURNI

0030	 RII= RANMW
0031	 M1.1_LaL±RI.1.°..^a^-
0032	 RETURN

C EXC. ITLdk , TO OTHER- LEY_@LS
0033	 4015 WNEXt =WNEXC W t tI
-apt_.... --.-_	 E I I )" -E(1..r'._ -	 40 —
0035	 IF M I).LE.9.01 RETURNI
OD3.4 _ .	 .-- - NExa;!m=._. -. . T . _.._ ..
0037	 RII= RAN3I(01

0039	 RETURN
11i,^Iil^lls€^PRl^4<.^^° ^T.^crtat^5

0040	 4011 NMI IN+ kNI I.N+ WT411
004 	 - _..EI.LL" El I1
0042	 IF 1E:CI1 * LE.0.01 RETURNI

0044	 NOIN=NOLA *1

r
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FORTRAN IV G LEVEL I8
	

COLPRO	 DATE + 72126.	 ns^31JO^

C IONIZATIQhf PA0 âUCiA PARTICLES lrLkAYS^P	 Tp ^fil1^EN3' 0!I R^STOUL3
004 13	 DUNINOININ OCEN
0046	 RI n RAN31901
OC47	 UIII nRIM -1.0
0048	 NNTP *NTP +NIYN
0049	 E (NNTP-LI! 111).*0.* I.
0050	 I(NNTP)-ZIiI
0051	 U(NNTP1w-111[1
0052	 E(11- E([1*0.9
0053	 WT(NNTP)= kT(I1
0054	 IF ((EINNTPI	 •GT*ED11*0516II^Elil*l.111+E[16LT.FDIII GO
COSS	 NON nNDtS+1	 --	 -
0056	 NONRsNONR+1
0057	 IIT(NNTP1•MTiI1*K3
0058	 [RR(NDNR) n NTP+ NIZN
0059	 4016 CONTINUE
0060	 RETURN

L ENERGY. _BJUJ31 I ULK.F&NUGLYriLLPO000 x}49—R?! L R9LWM .
0061	 5000 PELC n XELC ,̂ XTI	 `---
0062	 PSEL= XSEL*XTI
0063	 PRcs* XRC8*XTI
0064	 PX(LI!, P8C8
0065	 PX121* PSEL +PRCB
0066	 Ip:1	 --.^	 ._
0067	 DO 55 IX*1v2 -^-
0068	 55 1FIRIP .GT.PX1I1()I. _IP 1 E1& ,I„	 _-- -
0069	 GO TO 15013#5015*50111s[P

C ELASTIC C [71LIStQ^i _ l'RAGJES^ _	 ^_ _.___	 _
0070	 5011 IF 1EL5 * LE.O *01 GO TO 50123
00?1LE_II N ,^T.EA . Oyppgs(^11.GTxI . Sk,^	 _',0 30^*
0072	 50EI5 REn RANU40)
0073	 92*RAN31 10 s -	

---	 - - -- -0074	 E1 nED2*RE
0079	 - _ E22=1911` ..-
0076	 FR1aFM31E11	 --
9077- ..-._	 -- ----- E89-EM A E21
0078	 IF (RE * I.E.FR21 RSwRE
0079	 If.-_LR2.LERI1 UtRZ-
0080	 IF ((RE * LE * FR2) * OR* (R2 * LE * F1ti11 GD TO 9012
4081	 _GU _ - TD ^I15 _ -	 ^. __
0092	 5012 ENNn RS+ED2
0083 	 50124 THINU^j^E .0) OA. E1! GT 2 n 51)	 EiKOn(^^^^
0084	 R1 nRAN3L(01

-00$2	 --'. ----U1*2'j0*R1 -1.0
0086	 UM*SQRT((1.-U1**21*41*-Uli1**211

OOee	 COSST*U1*U(II +SIGN(UM#U$ 1
00@$___	 DEJ,f--" *( E ► Lf_-ENN)*(1 n fl-COS ss„Y^1*ELS*U^_
0090	 FAIR E(i) -DELE

_.0.a9.L ____
-	

._11( I I -U,
0092	 30125 IF( ELL LE . O.OF U(II . 2 . 0*RAN3It01 -1.0
1)093--- -.-_	 EETURN

C RECOMBINATION PROCESS

TO 4018
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FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 18	 COLPRO	 DATE	 72126	 05/31102

0094	 5013 NAS n NAS+l
0095	 IASINASI n i
OC96	 WNASn WNAS+WT(l)
0097	 IF IEITI * GT.0.0) ETAS n ET nS+E(.11*WT(I1
0098	 RETURN2

G SUPERELASTIC COLLISION PROCESS
0099	 5015 Et I) ,; CII) + E15
0100	 WNSE n WNSE #WT(1)
0101	 NSE n NSE+1
OiC2	 RPn RAN3Z101
O1C3	 UMN RP +RP -1.0
0104	 RETURN
0105	 ENO
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rnRTAAN Iv t;	 LCVEL	 In	 MAIN	 GATE w 72125	 C1128129

C MASTE P PKiII; P AM OF Mn4T_ F CARLO SIMULATION OF NONLINEAP 	 ALPHA P LASMA S tALPHA	 via
L TIGL i $ 1400CED • PLA54A FLECfRON -^N%. UY—' 6TS̀ YRt6UTI:N STUDY
C DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY
C O: DIAMETER OF	 THE CYLINDER THE LENGTH OF THE FINITE REGION
L E• I :INITI9L ENERGY OF	 THE	 SOURCE-PARTICLES	 SCtNSI=	 SRURCF	 RATE
C JZsTI'Tnt	 NU4H£ R OF	 ZONES	 JE ► 	 TOTAL NUMAER OF ENERGY gANGES

t C IAS:	 AR R AY FU;c	 STORING THE INDEX OF ASSORPED 'PARTICLES NASI	 T HE NCI.	 OF THEM
G i)R:^GI51A'afE Tai R^7iJN[iPV	 6C06FW!s ANA€ Td -Cd Lt7S r0N " 1%TR_1 ' 01MACE ' To CENSUS

. C .17;	 717NF	 I`ITI:RVAL
C ARRAYS E.	 L. 0	 STORING ENERGY,	 DISTANCE * 	AND DIRECTION OF PARTICLES
C *ITR:	 'T ITAL NIIMMER OF	 PARTICLES TO FE PROCESSF 11	 EACH CYCLF
L 4T;	 TuTAL	 "IUMDER OF	 TIME CYCLES

NUMHFK OF SOURCE PARTICLES	 PE R UNIT TIME • DtSTANCEOf, SDIIRCF RATE
C vlZlls	 V ( IHBEA OF	 kACH TIME C9CCE'

MEAL	 KFI551 ► 	 NEL[	 5!5 ► 101 ► F Z1111,DX13),E2(651.	 CEZ(11)#EKL155
19101	 9F1C(6J1,NRFZ(i1),EZ4"(111,NTPW

0002 DIkENSION	 FNF1 5 510	 FNREZI1119	 NRZIiIl),CNE(55),	 CNRETt11l,TNE155l
rr41 COMAGN U.	 F61OC1 9 Z ( 5100i,	 UtC1001	 91AS ( 500l,IRR ( 950)9NRP.IFSt6001

X .wT(51001.SWF_
CIIMMIN / ARFA1 / NTZN9	 NO 	 NASs^ p IZNIKPCI^NSE^	 NMET9 	KFXC"	 E'	 S
XwNMET9 WNFXC, WNI M 	 ELSrWNAS	 rWNSE

;)0 OF L•( tMALIN / ARFA2 / 	 C19MUD ► E: I,EIS9SF9'ANEAM , POPCrPl9E6 9NiON9JE9JZ9NASW1,
1NSEW	 9AKT 9 	AIKT	 ,AMI	 9AMC19ED19PDMUU9	 PD26 9 K19	 K2 ► 	 K39	 WN29ED2rED3

0046 COMMON /AREAS/ XSEL9XELCP'XRCAvXMETrXE1iC,XICIH9XTDL ► KELC
OCOT C OMMON / Akr•A4 / 	CONST9DEL2,	 !_LT9iE ► 	 Dili	 DI29	 D13	 #DELI
OdOR

_._
 — C6My.-)N'/45/ EF,155}r_ E0Er  (-9-51. E131)(551

00(1 q COMMON / A6/ ESE15C)	 r NUP 9NDNR9NDk 9 WSE MS
001(' REAL	 MU0 9 	NION9ND	

_.

C STATEMENT FUNCTION FOR EVALUATING 	MAXWELLIAN AND RELATED FCNS
OC11 - -- FMLI E9FNE R11 m_ ExPi –L O A IKT1 +50RTIEl +FNEA	 —
00 2 DATA	 TMS9NT9DT0T9ETDT.NIN NIZNT NAST/0*091r0.0.0.0,0#0.0/
OU13 DATA W5VLE 9 CN5IZ n CN5SrCNkSrCN	 9	 NM	 9 N 9	 V9#
701 4 , __	 _____ _f?ATA CNF/ 55 4 0.0 /r C_EZ/11*0.Z)/ ,L C4iIEZ/11!O.AJ,^NE 066*0./9EKZ/S3D!0

190/9D5AV5/0.0/
00 15 DATA NEEI/ 550'P C./. NE953* 0./rEZ/1I + 0./9NREZ/11!0 * /9EEOSS+O * 0/	 -_
OOI6

-^
-5—, t F 'NTAPE-

0017	 _ READ ( 511511	 KI9	 929	 NTCr NTP9NTW tNPM ► 	KELC	 9JZ9	 IM9NCUM9	 NOPNoNT14P
Xr	 MC	 v1USN,	 NUST. NBF

. 00At1 _-, P^4015 r1	 2 i . _ ECII	 ,ND	 ► _ [ 0_t_ EL j_ D	 SW.	 FDP09

0019 F£tu;5r1531	 FID
0020 1 F^RMAi'1_ 1101

-
0021 i51	 FORMA T (	 16151
0022 152 FORM AT( 	 Bf d 41
0023 153 FORKATI	 SE10031

0025 AIKT=	 1.0/AKT

0027 EMASSI=I.60203E+16/9.108
K3-K0kK2

0029 WN2=1.0/K2
09]^^ CJDeO,Q_	 __ _
0031 EI=24646
_U32 EIS n 21.4
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F()RTRAN , IV G LEVEL 15
	

MAIM	 DATE	 72129	 01/20/29

,)Q 13 ,	 _— C1.2.: •D.0,10549/4.003B73_
J034 ETV n 	 SORTI2.U*1.60203/9.1081+,1.OEo08
0015 VTF=	 1.0/IF.TV •ETV1
0"36 CALL	 UNDERLI OOFFI 1

0037 PU.)6=PnpU+26.0
^,C3ls MU: -I1.nF*C91/ETV
0039 . -• - - —___L^l1Q.°.LL.OE^Q.4.........,^ _^
01)40 CMJPOP=CHUJ*PDRn
"•c • I I 	 ( p o p r66T.1^.r,I	 CRUPCP+CMIJ4*ZQ@Q
0042 PO4UD-CMUPOP/ETV
)143 CLIISS=	 .r
W'?b4 NUP=D

..UU45.	 -- --
OC46 NONIP
0047 INO.0
C r 48 NkR=)
Cc44 MA S=-)
0050 NF.S.I

GC 5.1__-.- ^	 E-).._
005? N0714•0
005? NIZN-r
Or y4 NINaO
0055 LK=0
0356
0057

INIV=a90999
NM -T

0058
=n _

NEXC =O
0059 __-	 ETAS=r.0	 ...
0060 ETEP=0.0

.0061	 _-- -. _ "NTP.5!C_.
00.62

_00,43

NWwO

NSTPwO

0064 DTAVSmO.^	 - --

0066 CNIO2 n0.0
._Q-G6 7 --
0060 CETAS=0.0
nnA 4 rFr P=n-n
0070 NCOL•O
nn71	 -	 -- -	 WNNF r.n-D 	

--0072 MNSE =0.0
QQ73 WN xr .paQ	 __	 _	 - - • —
0074

nn7c;
WNES nO.0
MN A S =n.0

0076
M77

WNIZNw0.0

0078
-	 --	 .	 --	 -

iE=JE
nn^o V.EbL•-3 . 4Etl6*FI1PQ_

0080 DETZxD/JZ
=I Q Z IVN z	 f^ rr
0082 COMSTe1.0/ALQG12.01
Onnl Fa2-D awl_	 St:

0084 E03=1948
nnns _Vm r-D2 A XT-
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FORTRAN IV G LEVEL l8
	

MAIN'	 DATE a 72129	 01128120

0086 AMI-7 . : wAIKT/SLIRT(PI'AKT).
-OC87 ^  .— CALL kM3INZ i 9 QZ56f2 jTT —.

0008 SO-POPPO SR* 1.0E+16
q [Q9 4174-	 CHUP 11 P /(AKTOP11
0090 DE1 n o.016	 -

(, C9l nE2-'.?55
CC 42 DE3aO .3
0093 ...
	 •--- DII=1./0.016

0C o4, 012- 1./PE2

0095 [ 13.1./nr.3
T̂ ^r AaC1-	 SORT(2.rt2.7lA3+AiKT1•ED2
0 r. d7 00	 11	 1=6,	 36
UOQ!^ FAL	 =(I•- y ) aDE2	 -4.0	 .
rrea ---E^Vz ENL -^.I6BS	

_....Y _^	 _	 _

0100 F80111a	 2.0--E8L
0111 Cf,( 1-11-	 ?.020F14V
rli? 11 F0K(11-E n011) A (2.0 +*DE2	 -1.01
0103 JC1YJE+l
!111 1- DO	 12	 1=37F	 JEl	 -,..
0105	

- --- -F.AL- ' 7.00S +11-36)G60
0106 FMV= CAL - 1.1405
C1C7 F801II=	 2.^IwvEPL
0108 Fr(I-11.	 2.GAVEMv
oli. 4 12 COUI1= 00(1M2. 1)* + I3r3 -1.01
0110 . _ .. __DD 10	 1=19	 S—
0111 FDEI I )-	 0.016
0112 tG(11=	 EDE(I1 0 1	 -0.0.)a
0113 1') F[IDI 11-	 FDe(I M I-11
C-1 . 14 C0£ ( 36)=29.64
0115 EG(481-	 1737.,482
0116 IF	 (NTAP E .NE.1 1 	Gn	 TO	 2

uEAD{1 ` 1	 EAVGr DAVGr	 TME, NTW, NT, NYP T N^'C1N, ^DDEG. NSW7fW ,'E,U

0116 PEAD11U)	 Z>	 WT,	 ANIDSTSF3
Gli4 NS-NSW•0
01 12 _ REWIND	 10
0121 NT-r+I7+1
G 122	 __.__^ 2 C ONT I NUE
0123 IF IN TAPF..NE.21	 GO TO	 5	 -
01 . 24 — READ(9	 )	 F.AVG t 	DAVG } . '{ MET . NT*	 • NT P _ HTPr	 NI^N,	 DOEG t 	MSW , SItF,	 F,	 U
0125 i1EAD(Q	 I	 L,	 WT.	 ANIOSrSF3
0rg6. _ _._. -_ ._„__ _ NS-NSW AK2 -
0127 RF51NO	 9
0128 N,•FT+1
0129 5 LaNTINUE

.ILK_ _ IF	 _INTAPE.NE.01	 , GQTI7 	 122	 —_	 _.	
_^-0131 NIONa SORTI50k10/AITGI

0132 .333331OEN,	 ._	 ...	 _ ...
0133 CALL	 SORCEM79P, EAVGr NTWr PMT FIDI
X1,_34 AL=ALOAIEAVGI
0135 DAVG n AL

t ab 000994 Y.9^Mn?SQRT1MtrJ --.-
0137 SF2.1.0

1F	 SqN eM #_Q	 S 	 Df_ _
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FOPTRAN IV G	 10
	

MAIN	 04TE a 72125	 .	 Olf29f79

_x,39	 SN"SOO AL$ND* S F2f1ETV*SQRTiEAVGII	 r
0140	 NS^OwANSW+O. 5
0141	 IF I5N.GT,AN5o..l	 NSY► "5F3..+4x'^ -	 --- _
0142	 NS^NSW*K2
0143	 SbF=N,S.Hf SN 
(+144	 SF n SWF
6145 -	 Atilosm

^r146	 CALL SOURCEMStNTPI
01§7	 SF1=SFZ___.---
01 r.d	 SF3,*SF2
0149	 TAE n 0.0
0150	 122 CONT1NUF

SF -SOP
C GENFRATE SQUkCF PARTICLES TO INITIALIZE THE PROGRAM

0152	 ANEAKrNI0Ns0.33333/DEH
0153	 WRIT€161771
015 4 	70 I'URMATL'I't'PROGRAM ;NITS,&y.II&LUN A4n_T.1^r- INIT14 PARAKETEPS't/f!
r, is r,	 tiNITFf6 . 711 &ITGt NlnN. NTP t ALtEAVG

.01 § 6 	 71 h0R.A4Tt t , !g_ USz .iAl a E 14.6. 3X I 'MIQN	 y6j3Xo tNTP
1'OCt:YtC01 " 't F14.613Xt °EAVG m 1tF14.4911

01:7	 72 FQKMA T I' ' 18 X t ' 000 1.°m131Sa " i1C F..LiftwlA .ISt!ENE R GY ' iIIX*'!' t14Xf'U°r 10X.
X I WE1GHT 0 01

C15H	 75 FOYM AT(' 4 t F14,6 9 3x, F14 * 6p 3X1 F1 4 .5t7K t F12.4t3XtF1-244t3XtF13.4)
0139	 WRITC15021
-! ho	 KIP'A.AN31AjJ_
C1h1	 i•1

C WOW TKi DUTEK 1 LOOP THE 1. LH .51 ABTICLE HISTORY
C GEOMETRIC RVUTINE ENTERING HERE

DY b2	 7712...1E ..I I.^I 11. I E. q .0 !^ 4R: LE I i.1r^ YafQIJ _.-oQ.., .10 4408	 _ .— ._., _-
0163	 octN-O(;Erop SORT 4EIIII
0164	 rTra i^tfN(7N .c.T,^L^^ ..s t^Cit^ If 0.11	 alz1d	 Ns
0165	 NFLG"O

0167	 LFG2.0

0169	 IF IEIIl.GT.ED U ETAGI -1.0
-allil	 1000 JE if f T I ,t F•Q, n 	 E-0,011 GO Ta 9000
0171	 3AINTiZtI$vDZIV3 +1

0173	 AL0+ALDAtEM I
.n y 74 _ -...._	 Y FIC,f71_=.p t hsAF35 LJILOCa iFLI 11T.	 — - - -- -	 _
O1T5	 IF INFLG . Etd.l! GO TO 009	 r
117 T6	 16 1'dialls'.1=I R4a-FP	 A&IL fl 75	 IRO _ tsC - i L T 1.211 . l3{ [I AwlI,11
0177	 000L2 ABSIALOGt1.-RIIIsALD

-1134	 NjnjIi 3T'iu,.tor- 14 a caL^ -
0179	 ETOT-ETOT'4E111

0181	 DCEN3 u ocEN
r► ins	 PIR"Ffl)
0193	 UIO" UI.}*IUSN
01 MA	 I	 It	 _ - . --	 --
0165	 804 NFLGmI
nary	 _	 vnQ rF tar F N_ LT.i'l^llf ? UO-__T`.CI 9111`
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FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 18M)IIN, 	PATE	 72125	 01126/24

0187 901 OCFN mDCEN- DCOL
—016A ^ —or[)-L-  =U,
0189 NCDL nNCOL *1
019(.1 IF	 IMb6 i NC0Lr11C ) .10.8i R1'Ps AOTr3i
0191 IF	 (MOOINCOt.rMC)aNE.0)	 RIP*1.0-R1P
0192 CALL	 COLPRO(1r OCENr NTPo R	 NtaxTr - fM^'̂ dr	 G9Q04k
019? G q 	 TO	 ? -0
9144 952 lIIl=	 111	 9OCEN°t) i l
0195 IF	 IIIII).LE.G.G1.Da.{2(1l.GT. p ll	 GQ	 TO	 9049
0196 JMINTILfI!au m i1
01-7 IF	 (J.GT.JZ1	 J n JP
C+I yq Km	 INOL-XHEII1)	 -
0k94 IF	 (K.GT.JC1	 KaJ€
0200

._ ..^ ^. F 1
K3, 0, n-- G2 TO	 904

02^1 ETAG2&1.0
0202 IF	 {EIII.GT.ED1)	 ETA U -1.6 

-

t`2Ct IF	 (lETAG1 d ETAG2I.GTa0vrJ	 00	 t0	 9C4
0204 IF	 IETAG2.GT.U.01	 GO	 TO	 903
0205 NUPWNUP+I
L,2(;6
0207 WTI1 Ia0111/K3
0208 WSF(NU1')Ar1T(I I
02 12 a GO	 TO	 936
0210 9a3 tFIILFG2 . 69.Rk.OIt , INOPN•LTa211	 HARmfJONle41
C211 1FIILFG2.I-0.11.AR.INDPNoLT.211 	 1RRINOWRIsI
0212

_ ..
'V ON:Nf1NeI

021? IF	 I1°I1D(l%l 14pK31.N[a0l	 GO	 TO	 9045
0214 iM 11-WT t I )- K l	 --
0215 904 NEZIK f J) n 	NEZIK9J1	 *	 WT(I1
0216 FK7(K9Jl-EiQfKrJ)+eliI-4f	 if
P2I 7 9!. 45 I F I I LFG2. F ti.1 1.I7R. [klDPN. LT.2 1 1 	 t0	 TO	 9009
021 i

_..
L F G2 A 1

	 .	 ... _ _	 -- -.. ---	 _

0?.19 EISI=E10
0220 UfIIREJI[l	 -	 -
0221 M INZIG
Oc?2 -	 - (fCENROtFN2
0223 _(3CUL n ncOLZ
0224 - GD TR 9nC
0225 9003 NESvNES+1 
02?6 (F !Ei 0 .LT'FOik	 41I1I1 ^^KTfl l/

_
K3

0227 WN£SmWNF.S	 +WT11)
t}22^ - IESSNE51 a I	 -
0229

-

IF _ iE(1 1. GT . O.0)	 ETIP&r: T EP *EIt$*WT(II
0230 —4059 In	 1+1
0231 LFG2=0
0232

..__.
1IF- i.1.f.NTP1	 GC1

_
 4'O

0233 	 __ ___w IF t(1.GT.NTPI.RN p .[NIZN.GT.01I	 MOZNm NOZN-1 
0234 1F _HINaI—IPdih.CT.O!_
0235 1F_IINIIN.GT.01_.AND.(Nl N.EQv0I)	 GO	 TO	 7778
0236 NIZW-W RIZN *0.5	 -
0237 -_ ._- _ NWS n WNES 40.13
0239 NASWasiNAS	 ".5
8.'39 WNAS-wNAS!KELC
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FOPTRAN rV r ttx L _ . te ,	 _..	 _--	 kl.lIN	 ^	 DATE. *_72M	 ^	 01/26/24

4240 wNSE9 n MNSEJKELC

0241 NSE- W BWJSE	 20 . 5
0242 00.	 191	 .14+lt jf
0243 UU	 191	 N.ItJZ
Oa44 E .E(M1 n EC(li k	 +	 >^ K	ilieNj
0243 191 NEIRls	 NEIMI	 +	 NIEZIMoNI

42.& ^! F [ L^ 3n^Q„^l . D[t t	 ^fi,-IJ!]	 GO	 TO _24
0247 N)dK9lJZ
034 11 IF	 (N3.0.11
0244 NK: mK3- 1

0250 I F	 (NK3.LT.Jll	 iZ n NKI
0251 IF	 (Wi.Ge.11	 k3 MNS

hU 	 33	 Ac1 t NUP
Q^'S3

._. __.
K n T40F XElESE1N)1

42'4 EF(KlmfE(KI	 +	 (K3-1$4,ESF1N)aWSE(N).
0255 NttKInNEW +[K3- 1 1wW5E4Nl
0296 ?Z IF	 (%0.Q.Jll	 IZNJZ
02ST 00	 71	 1 n Ioi1

y
Ll

?l ^liL1	 Eltll	 •	 FSEINIlm'd3*WSEtNl
U260 NK304KI — JZ*Ml
OF61 IF	 ( *4K3.LT.JII	 tZwHKj
0262 m3ml
02 CA IF	 ('A 3.67.01	 aO	 TO	 22
t:264	_ .....___	 :.i. C"N-j.LN.'.IF.	 ..
U765 14 CUNTINUF

el ? N6 11(k	 l q Z	 4w1t J1
U2 t+7 QU	 1915	 NoIrJE
0 2 66 k+FZt ►^IsNfiFllNl	 a	 NEZIt1oM)
0,:'^R 14I5 GL{MISEII^I	 +FKIt^4tMl
u2.7.f!
".?71 VT0kmNTa+Nilh-WS-N&S
SO? '4TP,2z0. J
927 3 Flui,xu.q
f2 ?" UO	 1 4	 MzktJ['
0215 ^ TUuu	 h TCL	 +Q	 t+1
11	 wSi^._. ^. __.1 4 ^1LP^ •NT	 ti	 +	 Ml	 _- ^...-..^..._
r 27i t' ►^TlILAETi`4
027E N.TPT nNTvh
0279 VAvGn	 ')AVra^o
^290 DGVSa 10AV i .7' 10017. I vs NTAP
0261 Ot[AVSaJRAVS• DAVS

0293 4NTP3 R	 t. o/SIT'PW
0234 N5TP n 45TP + NTPW +C.5
0285 DtAVS+DT4VS +DAVS
Oz9e hTP5&NTQ5+ NTP3 wDAVS
0287 NTPO nNTP
CUB x^e tirsFdT01 • AtYtP,O._ .
0289 N5I1st4S
{1290 NSllQsNS3*wN2 rn,5
0291 NTPw f4TP+NI ZN
0292 NTPP nNTa
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r
FORTRAN iV'G LEVEL 18 	 KAIN,	 DATE n 72125	 01128/29

	

0243	 DAVG nDTOT+0+5/NTP

	

— Q244	 IA VG- FTOTINTP_

	

0295	 DEGn DOFG/ETV

	

0281+	 T14F'TME+DEG	
.. ^.	 ^...^.. _

	

029T	 TMS:TMS+DEG
C IF SOURCE PiATIC'LE5 SO(NSI< NES Y R ELI11tNAtE A! KANY RESIDUE PA RTICLES AT TH

	

C29d	 NTPS nHTPW + NWS +NASw

	

0295	 OCENIn ALDAt EAVG!

	

C.O('	 NTY. n NTPW +.5

	

03 1 1	 DREG n OAVG•ND/SCKTI EAVC;J

	

11 :02	 'SF2.1.0

	

,JC 3	 IF IANIOS4NE031 SF2 n NTPS/ANIOS

	

0304	 ESAVG n 0.0

	

.6305	 iFIwN .hE.^.O^ " E1 n ra^I1nC7 _	
— __^_

	

C l'?6	 E ASAVG n 1'. C
	0307	 IF (wNAS.NE.01 EASAVG n ETAS/wmAs

	

,Y) r a	 S .iFII n SwF

	

'1_a	 Pf01.0

	

0110	 IF llwNES4WNASI . GT.0. 01 _SF n (WNIZN+SNI/(WNES#WNASI

	

^311	 CLASS*CN55+'SN#DAVS	
_	 _

	

0312	 CSF2 n CSF2 +(CTEP+ETAS+40.*WNIZNI/TMS

	

0313	 IF( IMOQINTO1.EU9CI.AND.INT.NE .C)1 5Ft-CSF2 /(S@n E''*5.i

	

6314	 CSFZ n CS F Z + SFZ*DAVS

	

0 ,2 15	 IF (t orlUINT,5).EO.01.AND.{NT6NF.Ci! 'SF? nCSF1*01SG

	

'16	 IF I('ACD(NT,S1.FO.OI.AND.(NT.NE.'II. AND* (SF3.LT.S F 1 t0.01I) Sr-3w_. w._ .__..._ ... 

	

x '17	 *GHT n SF1/SF?

	

L,	 SN=SJ n QDEF0SF3+WGHT/FTV

	

] i la	 NSN•AN5wa0.5

	

.?20	 IF (SN.GI.ANSWI 45W n SN +).5

	

0311	 SwF n 45%/Sv

	

('3?3	 Sf n Swf

	

0324	 NME+1 n W&MH +0.5

	

^3?5	 NFXr nWNEXC +0.5

	

3316	 W5VLE nwSVLE+ WVALUE%OAVS

	

0327	 C_TEP nC E U P + FTEP%UAV5

	

0+ 328	 - -	 CETAS n CETA5 • ETAS n DAVS 
_..

	

0329	 CN5IlwCNSIL+WNIZN+PAVS

	

0330	 CNES nCNFS+LANES+DAYS

	

0331	 C+VASxCN6LS+wNAS50AVS

	

0332	 CNMET nCNMET+wNMET+DAVS

	

'3333	 CNEXC n CNF%C+WNEXC ► DAVS_

3403	 CESAVG nCeSAVG+ ESAVG n0►V5

	

033$	 CtASG n CEASG4E4SAVGnDAYS

	

0336	 CLOSSn CLOSS+IWNI?N-WN65I*DAVS/IT14S n SF3*WGHTI

	

0337	 WVLF i n i+5VLE ,+D I5 G
	0338	 ALIISS nCLO55*DI5G

	

03 g 	 ^.	 ANSVG-CN5 5+Q^5G 	^_..
	0340	 ANIZVG n CNS'Z*DISC

	

914L	 __	 _ AkTEP+CETEP/OTAVS

	

0342	 AETAS nCETAS/DTAVS

	

0343	 _.lF.-(Ary.l2VtrtNE.QI WVLE2- (EOf+ANSVG-AETEP-AETA'L/ANtZVG_
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FORTRAN :I Y.. G..^ElLL1 _ -•_ -. --A&M.
0344	 ANESrCNFS/DTAVS
0345	 ANA SwCNAS / DTi(VS
0346	 AE SAV'G n CE.SAV.G*OI %	 .^.--
0147	 AEASGnCEASG*DI5G
0348	 _. ANkMT n CNMEI ±Dl31i--
0349	 ANEXC n CNF)CCMOISG
Q•}1r,__ 	ANS. ANES + AN A S -ANIZVG

0351	 IF (ANS.LC.0,01 ANS nNSW/SWF	 -'
0?52	 _	 -IF .I AN[ IVGc. NE, Ql41 MVALIkE_..tjNAU- pFT9?W  TAiydtlf^i^VC.
0353	 IF (WNITN.N9s 0.1 WVCb (ANS*EO -STEP-ETASIIVINIZM
0354	 IF (NS.GE,11 TMSm0g0
(1 355	 NET=NES+NAS

{ALL Sf1URCE(NS,NTPi
t)357	 IF (NET.GT * 01 GALL F,ILHDLINTP#N!S R NAS1	 T
0358	 .90 NIINT s NIZNT +NIIW
0 ,2 59	 if (NUP .GT.o.) CALL SEPROCINTP# K31
03HC	 IF IN0NR,GT,0A- CALL RRCROCIRM K?1
0161	 MAST: NAST +NWS

_	 C_ In T R 11 0UCE7HE .5L'Ul?GE^SAJIIS.LFJi..E1.Q_.I@!E_NWL -as1 , _ ..__._
AR

...
C EVE P Y FIFTH CYCLE RENORMALIZE NION AND allTPUT QUANTITIES 	 E PRINTED
C R6NOHAA L1 TAT ION PROCESS OF NION _..... .1

?67	 oN5TDn I.Q/N5TP
0363	 ANTP5-05AVSINTP5
"?b4	 N5TPN=NSTP

0366	 CNIIEZ(ml- CNREZ(4) + NREIIMI*OAVS
;1367	 14 CEL(`f)- CE7041 + E1041+OAVS
03 0)d	 DU	 1 9 14-1IJL
0?69	 PNREElrflb ►IREZ(Ml xANTFO
X 37(1	18 ELIN) r F71M)/ NREZIMI
0371	 --SUMNr =aI,O
'372	 DO	 19'i Mn 1 j 

U373	 SOMN4:= SUMNE + NEIM)
0374	 TNE(41 n T NFI 141 + NEIAW SDCIM)
7375	 143 FhEf4)wNE(M)*KNTP0/EDEIMI
0376	 FAV3 n0.
C3.7 T_. ._..	 nCj_-jj55-_4=_1. ,jE_.
0378	 EAV3 = G( 4 ) n FNE(M1*EDE( u l +EAV3
0379	 1755 CNH -"- TNE(MI-AN5TP
0?a^	 C+4lO,42CMUPnPI,2.)•AIKT/SQRTIAKT*PTI
0381	 ANIflV=U.O
0382	 AN I (I?-:. (`
4391	 __.__	 qq :0._._tKL..Jt-	 ._
0364	 ANIUZw AN102 + FM1(EG(NlvCNElM1)*E0E(f4l
0195.	 AkIIIN= ANION + FMI(EG ( M1tFNE. IM))*E0E(Ml
03A6	 20 CONTINUE
0397 -	 ONION- ANICNACNIiIN
0388	 Dt4lOa w ANi.12*'CNIUN
01A9	 L in=e Ll;SS...	 _
0390	 IF (ALCSS.LT.:, O) CJDR1.0
0391_.. _:_. 	 IF ( ABS(CJU 1. GT,110. *50) LJD!1 Q&fSD
4342	 TNION=4RSIS0 + CJ171/DNION
0393	 w -TNL02 = A3SISO+ CJD)/DNIC2	 _.._	 .
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FORTRAN IV G LEVEL _18_... 	 MAlN -	 DATE n 72125-• 	 01121!12•

. 1A

.`r

4

r

i

i^YR ^- ^iYTI

1.	 ..	 ,

0394TN102 n SQRTLTNIO21
W9- 5 
	

T N I N+ R N 0
C-396	 CNL02 nCNIQ2 ♦ TN1020DAYS

AN0397	 [I75-CNl02*[)!SG .
	 _ ---l-	 ., -

0390	 MF-l.0
0399	

_ 
j.F (ANES#ANAS . NE40.01 WFw?AN1& GHNtVGI %RA40lAHASI

0400	 IF I MODI NTOPMI.gE.0) GO TO	 ^t9C
0401 '---	 NII1N nANIOS	 —	 -------- - ---_ _ 	 ._.

0402	 IF ((WF.GT.0.005!.ANDei11F..LT&. 200o)0,_NION+ANTOS&YF*NN6F
0403	 1790 CnNT[NUE
0404	 DAVT -OAVGvNO
U405	 ALPHA n 4NILN/(NTPW*0AVT1
0 4 C6	 ANEAM-NICN40.333331DEN
0407	 1795 FORMAT i°	 ItE13.4, X`^3Ni;T;E1 

X°ALPHA-49F12.5,4X!4LEAK-°tE13.4t/1
NPITE(6,17051 ANION, ON102, TNIO2t ALPHA. ALOSS

0409	 WRITE(6.1711 E0 9 PDPO t D,,DE .TIt DEG♦ NRPN
A41r_	 171 FORMAT( 0 1 4 ,°GAS: HE°,2Xt°SOURCE ENERGY40,FS.093X9lPAESSUREt°,F4*f%w

%^_T_f1 o R l 9 3X.+SLAB THIC_KNE_SS$ . *vF4 . 3L,! ,CM + ,° DXt °. F4.1 1_ 4 Gh!.4X,'l3ELT
x n ',E12.5,3Xr°IIPRQC^'![2t1 f '

C4tl	 WRIYE{69100; NT t TMEt NStNSW
0412	 140 FURMATI° °,°NUMBE R OF TIME CYCLES-°,T6t3X9 4 TINIE - l t F 17:.5 t . SECT

I % X. °GENEFATEO SOURCE PART -°, I!ItUt I teMO X nF SOURCE PART.-°t
115 1

0413	 %RITE ( 6,1905) DAVT, OCENI. E A VG EWEWAVG, _EAV3
l0C41^	 1 ►f75 f ,71iMATt^ f 0 biVG n °, F.5;SX, A DC N + t ,	 •°fl y XI E OV.ERALL KAVG*°.

IF10.5,3X9 t WGTEO EAVGw 4 t F10.5 t 3X t °EAVG CHECK-°tF10.59/1
1'415	 wRITEIhttgll
0416	 L41 FOR0447( 4 4 , 1X9 $ NU14BEP D[STRIBIIT[O4 l ,2X: °FLUX DENS[ TY°t4Xt ° AVERAGE

It ENERGY',2Xr°CUMULATED M OISTR°t3 tl,°ENERAY INTERVAL ,?Xe l C(iM FLUX

0417	 — fF51JM.0.a
0 4. 114	 DO	 , iI	 M=1, JE
17414	 CF.SUM n CCSUM a CNE(41*ED£(MI
0420	 TF INEIMI.GT .01 UEAVG nEG(MI-EE(MI/NE(MI
('421	 IF (NEI m I.LE,f1 1 OEAVG-0.0
Ow22.	 IF INEtMI.EU.01 DNIIVG-0. 	__	 _ —..._-• _ -- _-----__.
0423	 Flg0V-CNEfMI-FNE(HI
0424	 VFE-SQPTIEG(MFI*ETV
0425	 FLXIwFNE(Ml-VFE
0426	 PLX2-CNFIMIwVFE
('427	 _	 IF (NE(4).EQ.4)1 GO TO 2B1
0428	 IF (((M.EO.II.AN4,(DEAVG.GT . 0.0)1.OR.t(4a EO.JEi.AND.IOEAVG*LT.O.OI)

X; ONAVG n -UEAYG4FNE(M1;0.5/EDEIN
0429	 IF I(D'r_AVG.LT.O.OI.ANO.((Mtllti.E#JEII DNAVG--DEAVG+[FNFIM4I1-FNe (M

X;1/(rG(4+1)-EG(411
043E	 IF ((0EAVG.GT * C.I.AN).(M.GT.111 DfAAVG-t1EAV *(FNE(MI-FNEIM-111/(EGI

XMI-EG(M-ill
0x31 	 181_wkITE(6.1821 FpFNE(K) tFLnt G(M1 9 CNE(Ml#EDEIMI,FLX2 , DN4VG
0432	 1B2 FOPMATI' ',I3tE12.5tS3trF12u4t SX t F12.6vRXt E12.596%t F12.6,AIi,E12

0433	 DET-DDEG/ETV
0,43 0	-- - WR .ITE ( 6pl83) NTPPt N5TPNpNTPtd_2 0ETv OAVGp_r_NC4



FORTRAN Lv.1;J.E!( l^ld	 -- — .-_.-'!!11	 All 8j.tj;- _

9435	 183 FORMAT! t t//,3X 1 "TOTAL II OF PARTICLES PROCESSED s', 1S OXi ' CUMULAT
lEO 0 OF PARTICLES 1 0 10 0 3,1 OWGTED TOIL it OF PAAT1CLESyr 9 F12.3,//,.
P.' NELI_OT a^i^.l^# '̂ L71^1-J[iiC^i^ s^tfl2^^sylS!"^ 0f-gi1t.lUL.QN.3u .rJ.'3r//l

0436	 wRITE169Ie7i
0437	 1 .81 F.OR &TI' ► 	 ENERGY! OX!'? ttI AER 0'

IF ELECTRnNS 6 93X,'CU14ULATIVE A OENIZ1 1 93X, I CUMU. AVG ENMPY10Xr
st D F a 7LiKlTY1./I

0438	 On 282 M a te ,12

	

0439	 _. --INL1ti'.yREZI.MJTAN5TP*0-I9G
044C	 E'C1-CE1iM11CNREZW

0441	 202 HRlTEJ6rl R 41 Mr EYI 4 11 NEIELI!E,l,,.i4NX! .f1:1rFNaEL.1M1._
C442	 134 FORMAT(' I t 5X, 15s 5X9 F14.6913X,F1496 1 	5X 9 F14.5 ► 7X,F14.6r7X,

1F 2951
,laa3^	 WRITE(6*IR5) NION,WNIZN,NIZN9 0I1ZVGtWNES 9 NEStANES, WNASPNAS—ir

XANASs_NTPa Kj t K21 WFoRF .
0444 185 FORMATI'O'. 1 NUM95A OF POSITIVE 10Nn t ,E14.6 9 //1 1 NUMEIER nF IONIZAT

IIQNS O CCURED A ► , F9,3e'SXe'ACTQAL.- :10.zT5j3X ► $ CUMULAT.IVE AVGn' 9 F10.19
X!/,' 4 OF F5CAPEn PARTICLES a ' , F993r5X,'ACTUAL w n t tiSoIX i tCUMULATIVE
X AVr9r' •f-Q-A2,tJj-j-1_j . IL AE SQRPED P Tt C n ' LEjL .e=X^ jA UA^s.15i1 X .
X,'CUPULATIVE ►VG-'9F9.20/ ► ' TOTAL X OF PARTICL E S IN THE NEW CYCL
XE '.ISt//s' Kl a '02_, 3X9 K2!'a1C.e	 'Xr' BALANCE	 FACTOR InF n ',
xF1+^95 e3K,'RF2-", F1D.Sr/I

	

1 ' 44 5 	 NFITF1h,lfl6l EO1 ► N?Mr N0 9 KfLC
0446	 155 rQRM4T1 1 ENERGY OIVI'-71NG LINS FOR RR PLAY Er" , F1r1 . 4j4X ► 'EVERYf,12

	

-.	 xe	 .C]CCI CIiAIY GE yt!,//.! TibE IUMAL ULTIPLY_MJ.JL_'_09-4i
X aX, 4 5LASTIC XSEC / 8Y",129/3

0447	 N11RxNVN-NDN/K3
C4 9-F	 WRIT*(6,1861 NSOo NSW ► ANSVG•NDR,WNSE,WNMET,ANMET,WNEXC,ANEXCeNUP,

X4GHT
It. 40	 14b FORMAT(' 't	 r SOURCE PARTICLES GE:NEPATE-0 OLD n ' rI179//,

_ - _L'_.S11ii 3GE_?.4dTICLES.^.riEIGMxEO! 	 Ti{E	 Ef CYCLE .-!ULQLjX .._?.GUMULAT
X111 1VGs^,F1'Jr3t//
19' 1 OF PARTICLES KILLED OFF LN RR PROCa'sI10 ► //,
1 1 4 OF SUPER ELASTIC C1%LISI0Na',FI4o4.//,
1	 ' 4.0F EXCITATIONS TO Hf-TA STAAL'- LEVEL-'
X ► F10. 199 0 9 'CUMULATIVE AVG wt e F9o3,
1 --_chef--1L I1F F WATI ON9 T it- OIH.EKISME_, n e.F1 0tiks.
X4X t 'CUMULATIVE AVGgt rF992e//o 1 A OF PARTICLES CROSS OVER Tn wIGH
XENERGY REGIUN NUP ;1 rIS/4X.!L1VERALL WT='eE12.4o/I

345r•	 WRITE16r1y5) EFw EOP, PDPO ,SFIr SF2, SF3'
0451	 135 FURMAT E' E~FIELO at r F9.2t 1.V/Ci3 1 .e 4 X ► t E/P n 0 9F9.2l4Xs t P/P0 n '9F7,114

X?X9 'SF1./ ► ':12.4,3X ► 1 5FZwf vFl2 * 413X t eSF'Jwt, E1294t/i
G&12_.^	 WFTT=1 L.1-I01 SSL.11L1L "1dEQjA V ALUE4 IVLEI. .I}yL nE AYG^-!^F^A^^LF.t154YGe

XAEASG
0453	 17^_ FORMAT1' SOURCE RATE 04 sEl1.3, 1 PER SEC't4XQ O W-VALUEMCAL Iw'e

XF10939 3Xv I bO1JRCE R FD . FACTae tF13 . 3t/ /.' W-VALUE n e,
XFl01s3/4X. 1 C1JM AVG WV1 01 9F9 n .3010CUM AVG WVa. n trF9.3e
1	 //9' AVERAGE ENERGY OF ESCAPED PAR1 ' ICLi Sytrfl2.'.S,3X•'CL)41JLAT

._

	

	 7c LVE A ? Li—x! - Ayr8ArE PI 1'11 C1F : ^SCit?I?EJ3. P11^Tx }. w^ I^JT.i' .l
X3X, 'CUMULATIVE AVG vs & F11.4 ► / 1

._0454.	 -	 CKFNE nSUMNEOANTPO
0455	 wRITE16.16QICKFNE9 CESUMr THION, TNIt12
0456	 _.184 F.ORHATi t 'e'THE SN 4 CHECK n °s.F12.4e3X. 1 THE CN 4 CHkCKP1sF12,4,I/,

3

A+
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FORTRAN iV G LEVEL 1_8_	 fiAIN	 OATQ	 7A1S5	 611=8/24

1 r 'CALCULATED Na USE F n r .l^4^4t!llr̂!CAi.C^	 M♦ USE Ĉ N 11, 41441693Kr	 OAI1

0457 IF	 41KnAiHT l Sl . NE.0) 011^l MgOtNT	 0!.!Q•^!1	 _GO	 TO
-1	

S
0458 --..'41113111,TE191 WG, OAR	 1fr	 ^Fto- t orW?Wt 	 1i^i	 lie^0l^`^	 s !r U
0459 ORITE191	 L,	 UT	 ,AN[OSo_SFS.___._._-.._
0460 ENOFILE 9
0461 

r
REWIND q

b4b2 3 r—. a—t 4T INUE	
-

0463 IF	 1MO0SNTvl01 . NE.01	 GO	 TO	 4
0464 MRIfkl1Cl	 EAYG, OatYG, T MEr^NfYr Nf, NT', NION, ODEG* ' NW,S11Fr E• U

0465 WRITE110!	 2,	 MT	 ,ANIOSr	 SF5	 w..	
-0466 ENDEILE 10

040 FEOINO !C
0460 4 CUNTINUE	 - -	 ^-
0 09 IF	 1MO01NT,NCUM1 . NEan1	 GO	 TO	 1666
r470

_
NSTP n 0	

_.	 ._.__	 _.

0471 NIPS-J	
.,)472 D5AV5-C.i'

0473 NAST%0

0475 k.	 `lf =C. r
0476 .. UJ 5! O. 0
0477 CSF1 n 5.-
0'67A CNIC2 -U.0
0479 CN51E00.0
rear _- _ .^Chl5S:r,r
0441 CNMET-0.0
0482 CNEUC-['.0
-.1483 CESAV.-^.O
049 1- CEASG-0.0
0405 DO	 54	 M-1,JL
04 06 CN^E11M1-6.0
0487 54 CE714}.r.^
04AH Du	 55	 Mn 1,JE
0484 TNEIMI n 0.
0L9C 75 CNFIyIxC.^
0491 _ ___„ IF	 ( MUOI NTj 101. NE. 01	 GO , Tn - 6646
0492 LTAVS#O.q	 —	 --
0493 CETEPwO.0
0444 (ETAS-0.0
0495 CNfS-n,.n
0496 CNAS-0,, 4	 i
0497 66D6 CuINT!wE 
0498

^._

049q 00	 56	 wn 19500
0500 61ZN(M}-C.c
0541 IRRIMI-^
0502 IESIMI.0
05D3 56 [AS I%$)-.' _
05 04 DO	 51 N-1, 50
0505 __ $F(N}^r.^
0506 5l ESFIN1 nC.0
0507 _..I -I
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FQRTRAN J y-q	 _1A_.. ...__.-.. ..._....!^	 ^	 QAT.^•

C RlIN ITjjULF Tilly pliTOVI 4I'At^1jT^^ rr+r•^^r r.11^r.eraorw.^rgg^^.^r..

	

0606	 On 52 M a to J/
	9509 	.. .....--	 Mmifrom _._..—

	

0310	 . 52 NEIMI e 0.0
0511

	

0512	 NREIIMlm 0.0

	

Q513	 _ Z1M1 n 0.L`
	0514	 pq 53 N n 1.JE

	

0 515	 —._ _	 LIUi PiA l @4 g Q --

	

n51a	 53 NU INoMfoq.O

	

0617	 NI 1Nm0

	

051N	 NOLN-0

	0420	 NES •O

	

0522	 NCUL n O

	

0523	 - NA$ n0-

	

524	 OTOT n0.n

	

0526	 NEXCwO

	

3523	 WNSP-0.6

	

0524	 . wNES n 3.1%

	

0530	 adNl2t^ n V.0

	

r5a?	 w4EXC n 1.0

	

s15 ^3	 ETAS n 0, 0

	

053 y	FT`PsC.^

	

05^5	 LIUT n ",.f'	 . -

	

053N	 NUP n 0

	

5?7	 _ _ —Natisa. 	_... - - - -	 . — ..	 --

	

^539	 NONU n o

	

11539	 INIV•INly+ 1100

	

GF4"	 CALL	 QNIIN1IINIV?

	

0541	 WPlTCin,72r
	(1442	 SF !NT„LS.?,'TCI GO TO 7777

	

0544	 UEaMi S1113CHK
	6545	 £N0

Y.,
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